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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we examine how the effects of conflict management strategies on
evaluation of overall outcomes vary across the different cultural dyads of the East
and the West. In addition, interacting and direct influences of issue importance and
nature of interdependencies are investigated. The conceptual model was tested
using a survey of 207 business students (MBA or higher). Results from quantifying
sub-models indicate that managers facing a counterpart from the opposite culture
are aware of the difference and adapt their behavior accordingly. Further, the
importance of issue reinforces the usual principles of these managers, and
interdependence between the firms promotes a more positive outcome. The
presence of interdependency asymmetry has multiple effects, subjected to which
side is more dependent. Following some discussion, we also constructed a simple
design and implementation of the findings in the sub-models with issue into a
backward-chaining knowledge-based system that can predict the outcome effects.
Thesis Supervisor: Sandy Jap
Title: Assistant Professor, MIT Sloan School of Management
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I Introduction
Have you ever been in a disagreeable situation involving a business contact who
comes from another culture, and not sure what to do because you are afraid that he/she
will react different from what you would expect? This was the main problem that
motivated this thesis, but in a slightly limited environment. In particular, it focused on
conflict management and its effects on resolution outcomes in intercultural business
relationships. We learned how conflict management modes affect the resulting
relationship across cultures, and how they interact with the nature of the issue and
interdependencies to affect the outcomes. The problem was examined through a
development of a mathematical model of relevant variables, derived from previous
works. Data that was used to quantify the model were collected by a written survey to
various groups of Eastern and Western business students, enrolled in MBA or higher
programs.
Our established sub-models showed that the approach used to evaluate the
outcome is sensitive to the culture of the other party (due to effects of collectivism and
individualism), and is sometimes adapted according to it, causing a double standard. For
instance, Eastern managers, who are normally concerned about the well-being of the
other party when dealing with their own culture, become less so when dealing with
Westerners, because Westerners tend to be more independent in thought, and vice versa.
At the same time, the importance of the issue, the existences of interdependency and
interdependency asymmetry are also significant in intercultural business conflicts.
In addition to the development of the model, an example implementation of a
subgroup of the results from the model was built. Essentially, some of the findings were
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programmed into a knowledge-based system using SHRUBS, so that the system can
predict changes in the expected outcome, when given the intended choice of conflict
strategy and constants in the model. SHRUBS is a simple software package - a
rule-based expert system shell. Managers can then use these predictions to alter their
ways of dealing with the disagreement, in order to improve on the situation.
The purpose of this paper is to document this study in a comprehensive manner.
Following some background on motivation and previous works in related fields, the
details of the conceptual model are presented. Subsequently, there is a brief description
of the methods for testing our hypothesis. Programs written in two computer analytical
software, SAS and LISREL, were used to perform the analysis. Furthermore, the
determined findings and the mathematical model are stated in the Results section. Then,
possible interpretations of the results are discussed, along with management implications
and encountered limitations. Also, we will go through the design and structure of the
implemented knowledge-based system and some sample outputs. Finally, future
extension insights are provided, ending with a summary of contributions of this study.
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2 Background
2.1 Why is this problem relevant?
Conflicts arise when two opposing parties have different interests. Conflicts in
business relationships can be both good and bad to the success of the deal. Thus,
effective conflict management is important in all types of business. At the same time,
one of today's business trends is the concept of globalization, where companies try to
expand their markets to cover different locations of the world. There is, therefore, a
greater opportunity for firms from different cultures to interact with each other. Since
cultures are often dissimilar, the rise of tension will potentially be higher. However, this
problem does not necessarily mean that it is the end of the business relationship, because
there are ways to handle the situation. Some people might choose to take a passive role,
avoiding the discord or accommodating to the other's demands, while others might
choose to compete actively. In the medium of the spectrum, it is also possible to
compromise or collaborate.
If we know how the outcomes are affected by these conflict management
approaches in intercultural business relationships, then managers can be better prepared
for the consequences. In fact, they may even be able to alter their instinctive strategies,
and increase satisfaction in the resulting relationship. This is the exact intention for the
development of the model. By understanding how the cultural origin of the people
involved, the constitutions of the conflict issue and interdependencies, and the overall
evaluation of the outcome interact, managers will be able to make better decisions when
handling a disagreement.
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2.2 Previous Works and their Relevance
So far, there have been numerous investigations on cultural-related business
relationships. However, there are two major differences between them and the analysis
done in this study. Firstly, almost all of the works were done within the same cultures.
Some of them did include an analysis on differences between several cultures, but did not
examine the interaction among them, such as the work by Adler, Graham and Gehrke in
1987 where negotiation styles of these countries were compared. Previous studies
focused more on contrasting in intra-cultural business, as opposed to inter-cultural
business. Intra-cultural business refers to relationships where both parties are from the
same cultural background. Conversely, inter-cultural business refers to relationships
where the two parties come from different cultural backgrounds. Despite the growing
importance of international trade, Graham pointed out in 1985 fewer than 5% of the
articles appearing in the leading marketing journals have considered intercultural studies.
More than ten years later, Leung (1997) still believed that research on negotiations
between members of different cultures had lagged. The second difference is that the
articles rarely examined the conflict management. Most of the articles found, discussed
the cultural factors directly affecting the negotiation outcomes and joint gains, skipping
the layer with conflict management approaches (i.e. accommodation, avoidance,
collaboration, competition and compromise).
There are a couple studies that worked on intercultural business negotiation in this
manner. In 1985, Graham found that measures of the process of marketing negotiations,
such as social influence strategies, mediated the influence of cultural variation of the
parties (i.e. intercultural versus intracultural bargaining) on negotiation outcomes. In
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1998, Brett and Okumura confirmed their hypothesis that "joint gains will be lower in
intercultural negotiations between U.S and Japanese negotiators" as a result from
differences in individualism/collectivism and hierarchy/egalitarianism. It is important to
note that as we examined the intermediate layer of conflict management, our results are
consistent with those found in these papers.
In relation to our distinct aspect of conflict, there is much literature written on the
topic of conflict and its management approaches. The article "Conflict and Its
Management" by Wall and Callister in 1995 provides a substantial review on the
extensive material on this subject. In addition, Thomas in 1976 summarized the five
modes of conflict management that are often used as the basis for the resolution strategies
in the proposed thesis. These strategies include avoidance, accommodation, competition,
compromise, and collaboration, which would be defmed later. Similarly, conflict issue
characteristics discussed by Dant & Schul in "Conflict Resolution Processes in
Contractual Channels of Distribution" are also utilized as part of this study.
On the implementation level, there are already many knowledge-based systems
(KBS) built and a lot of papers written on them in the Artificial Intelligence academia.
An example is the MYCIN system, which recommends a diagnosis and treatment of
bacterial infections. The earlier KBS can be dated back to a couple of decades ago.
However, it is only recently that the business world began to pay attention to this
problem-solving approach. Consulting firms such as Ernest & Young have now set up
special groups that use knowledge-based systems as business solutions. The previous
works are interesting, but they do not seem to be particularly relevant to the topic of this
thesis, though technically, they might be good references for design criteria.
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2.3 Scope of Problem
Because the topic "Intercultural Business Conflict Management" can be
interpreted under a rather broad range, it is necessary to clarify the scope of the study.
The restrictions were made to maintain a feasible study of the topic. It is always better to
be focussed but clear, as opposed to broad but vague.
2.3.1 What does intercultural mean?
For the purposes of this thesis, the cultures were limited to the East and the West.
By the East, we were referring to the Asian countries, including India, and by the West,
we were referring to North America, European, and Australians. There was no intention
to discriminate other cultures that were not included in the study. It is simply more
feasible to narrow the scope for a short-term project. Besides, it often seems that these
two cultures are of the opposite ends of the spectrum; therefore, the differences with
respect to individualism and collectivism would be more apparent. In fact, cultures
within the high-level classifications do have such common characteristics. For instance,
the results from the individualism-collectivism study conducted by Gudykunst et al. in
1996 showed that data from Japan and Korea tend to be similar, while the United States
and Australia samples formed their own group.
2.3.2 What is conflict?
The connotations to "conflict" are often very harsh and extreme. Most people
overestimate the degree of the meaning of this word. It seems to imply that some kind of
argument is involved. However, the definition of conflict in this thesis was perceived to
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be less exaggerated. Here, conflict simply meant having differing wishes: "a process in
which one party perceives that its interests are being opposed or negatively affected by
another party". (Wall and Callister, 1995)
2.3.3 What is conflict management?
"A conflict management approach is a behavioral response to conflict situations
arising in relationships." (Jap, van Osselaer, and Weitz, 1998) The intention is similar
for all cases - preferably to minimize on conflict and improve overall satisfaction.
However, the strategies used are not always appropriate, meaning that the outcome might
not be satisfactory. As mentioned above, this thesis will examine five different
strategies: accommodation, avoidance, collaboration, competition and compromise. We
were interested in finding the resulting conflict levels and the satisfaction evaluation.
Hence, keeping the definitions in mind, we shall proceed to the details of the
research project, beginning with the development of the conceptual model.
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3 Conceptual Model
As it was alluded to in the earlier sections, we would like to investigate the
problem of how the choices of conflict management modes affect the outcomes, as they
vary across different combinations of cultural dyads. These pairs are the inter- and
intracultural relationships between the East and the West. Figure 1 clearly represents the
four possibilities. Each of them is a cell and is referenced by the "respondent-other
party" format. Thus, the East-East cell is the top left corner, where the survey
respondents and the counterpart are both from the Eastern culture.
Origin of the counterparts:
East West
Origin of the Respondents:
East- East-
East East West
(E-E) (E-W)
West West- West-
East West
(W-E) (W-W)
Figure 1: The "Four Cells" - Cultural Settings for Model Testing
At the same time, we were also interested to see the interaction effects of the significance
of the issue, the presence of interdependencies or interdependency asymmetry with the
conflict management approaches in each cell. The conceptual model depicted in Figure 2
summarizes the interactions needed for estimation in each of the four cells. Essentially, a
manager's strategy of dealing with the conflict, and his/her perception of the end's
strategy will change his/her evaluation on the outcomes. However, if there is a lot at
stake, if their corresponding organizations are interdependent, or if one of the firms are
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more dependent on the other, then the resulting relationship will be affected as well.
Sometimes, these variables may also have direct influence.
It is important to note that we are only able to examine one side of the relationship
as we have chosen to use a distributed survey for data collection over the four cells. We
understand that this will introduce a bias on the judgement of the results; however, it is
inevitable under the circumstances of the scope of this study. We feel that this model is
still adequate to provide preliminary insights on the topic.
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Figure 2: Conceptual Model
3.1 Variables
This section is dedicated to explaining the definitions, and the respective
justification for the choice of variables. The variables are taken from various earlier
literatures, where evidence had shown their importance in relatively similar studies on
conflict management.
3.1.1 The Five Modes of Conflict Management
As described earlier, conflict management is the way that the parties involved
deal with the problematic issue. Each of the following modes of conflict management
describes an approach taken on by the involving parties as an attempt to resolve and
improve the disagreeable relationship. These classifications, commonly used in the
management field, were developed by Thomas (1976, 1988). Despite the distinct
groupings, it does not indicate that only one of the modes is adopted in a strategy. In
fact, it is recognized that firms often use varying mixtures of some or all of the
approaches, depending on the nature of the situation and the stage of the relationship.
(Thomas, 1988; Jap, van Osselaer, and Weitz, 1998)
Avoidance. Avoidance is a passive, unassertive way to deal with a conflict
issue. The party withdraws from the matter, minimizing on communication and
introduction of tension. As a result, the conflict may never get resolved. The use of
avoidance may be beneficial because attention on the insignificant discord is reduced
(Thomas, 1976). Conversely, it can also be damaging because of a lack of clarity and
direction (Bullis, 1983). When your counterpart chooses to avoid the issue, similar
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effects will also occur, though his/her passiveness may possibly create an opportunity for
you to gain control in the deal.
Accommodation. Accommodation is also a passive approach, but it involves
some kind of conformity to the other party's position. Thus, if only one side of the dyad
is accommodating, it is difficult to see positive outcomes, because his/her concerns will
not be satisfied (Thomas, 1976). Yet, if you are on the receiving end of this appeasement
approach, the outcome may be to your advantage. In which case, if both parties are using
an accommodation strategy, the primary needs and concerns of both sides will likely be
fulfilled.
Competition. Competition involves the forcing of one's position in the matter.
As it is the most aggressive approach that ignores the needs of the counterpart, it will
pose a negative effect on the resulting relationship. However, the intention for this
behavior is to cause change in the other party, as opposed to increasing conflict levels.
So, it can be effective when used in a situation that requires quick and decisive action,
though it usually decreases options for resolution and takes more energy (Thomas 1976).
Evidently, the competing member will find this approach more satisfying than the other
party.
Compromise. Compromise is a somewhat assertive, yet cooperative style of
conflict management. Like accommodation, this strategy works at best to improve the
situation when used by both ends of the relationship. There is a two-way information
exchange that is driven by motivation to find a middle ground. It is possible to do so
even without sharing highly sensitive information that exposes potential opportunism
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(Jap, van Osselaer, and Weitz, 1998). However, it should be noted if your compromising
efforts are not reciprocated, your concerns are likely to be unsettled.
Collaboration. Collaboration consists of much aggressiveness as well as
cooperation, in order to attempt a creative win-win result. Again, it is only effective
when there is a mutual application of this behavior, and it becomes disadvantageous to
one side that chooses to adopt it. With appropriate use, collaboration appears to be an
ideal conflict management approach because issues are carefully worked through
together. On the other hand, because it requires a substantial amount of sharing sensitive
information, the members are vulnerable to the other's opportunistic treatment of the
information (Dant and Schul, 1992; Thomas, 1976). At the same time, it also consumes a
lot of energy and effort (Thomas, 1976).
3.1.2 Issue Characteristics
In this study, our focus on issue characteristics lied in the cross of its importance
and stakes, inspired by the work of Dant & Schul in 1992. This way, the effects from the
particular disagreeable event on the respondent's organization is isolated, as opposed to
putting the weight on the big picture. By importance, we meant how much the issue
involved impacts the firm, which could have either a positive or negative implications.
Stakes, on the other hand, connote a sense of risk in the matter. According to Rosson and
Ford in 1979, the term "stakes" signifies the potential financial gains or losses of the
issue under dispute. A combination of the two characteristics was tested instead of
individually because they are closely related; though their definitions are not necessarily
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the same. After all, most firms foster the idea of using monetary benefits for evaluating
the worth and importance of an incident.
3.1.3 Interdependency
There are two factors that are related to the concept of interdependency -
magnitude and asymmetry. The magnitude of interdependency, or simply
interdependency, denotes the extent to which the two parties are both dependent on each
other, while the asymmetry of interdependency denotes the extent to which one party is
more dependent on the other. The dependence measure assesses the degree to which one
side of the relationship would find it difficult to replace the counterpart, find an
equivalent alternative, and replenish the potential losses caused by the termination of the
relationship. (Gundlach & Cadotte, 1994) As a result, the presence of these variables
should have some effects, or both interactions with the conflict management techniques
and directly, on the overall evaluation of the outcome.
3.1.4 My Evaluation of Overall Outcomes
One of the goals for conflict management is to improve a disagreeable situation.
Thus, the examination of conflict management must also involve an assessment of the
resulting relationship. Here, we concentrated only on the respondent's viewpoint.
Unlike the five modes, the judgement of the outcome resides in thought, and is not
always reflected in actions, making it more difficult for the respondent to provide an
adequate estimate of what he/she thinks. There is no consensus among researchers as to
which set of variables is correct for this category (Jap, van Osselaer, and Weitz, 1998), so
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we will take a sample from one of each side of the argument - satisfaction, and conflict
levels.
Satisfaction with Relationship. Satisfaction reveals an attitude towards the
evaluation of the present relationship. It is one of the most studied outcomes in channel
management literature (Jap, van Osselaer, and Weitz, 1998). It measures the degree to
which the outcome fulfills and exceeds the respondent's expectations, similar to the
appraising the success of the outcome.
Overall Conflict Levels. Kumar et al. in 1995 emphasize conflict as one of the
critical components to outcome. The consequent tension levels in the relationship should
vary depending on how the conflict was handled. Usually, a higher overall level of
conflict will not be favorable, as it indicates an ineffectiveness of the conflict
management approaches. Even if it means achieving other goals, an increase of tension
and contention will only lead to more differences in the future.
3.2 Expected Findings
Testing the conceptual model in four different groups can ultimately result in a
tremendous amount of information. In order to maintain our focus on the findings that
are relevant to our study, it is best to outline their expectations and inspect for their
support in the results. This way, we can reduce confusion in the event of an information
overload.
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3.2.1 Cultural Propensities of the East and West
Before we begin to speculate on the findings, it is necessary to review how the
West and the East tend to differ. This way, we would be able to have a basis for our
expectations. In particular, we would like to discuss the cultural propensities towards
individualism and collectivism. It is obvious that this is not the only characteristic that
changes across cultures. However, some of the previous works in related fields have
illustrated that the individualistic and/or collectivistic tendencies have significant
influences on other factors such as communication (Gudykunst et. al, 1996; Sethi, Lepper
and Ross, 1998). Also, they could be used to explain some of the discoveries in a couple
of the studies (Brett, Okumura, 1998; Arunachalam and Wall, Chan, 1998). This
suggests that it is adequate to employ individualistic and collectivistic styles of the East
and West as a ground for reasonable hypothesis.
Individualism-collectivism (I-C) is the extent to which a person values
himself/herself as an individual or as part of a group. According to the Triandis in 1989,
individualism emphasizes on the notion of the self as a unique entity (personal needs),
whereas collectivism emphasizes on the notion of self -embedding within group
memberships (social obligations). "Members of individualistic cultures may be expected
to promote their own goals, to express their own opinions, and to perceive themselves as
unique, [while] members of more collectivistic cultures may be expected to promote
others' goals, to express opinion appropriate to their group and position, and to strive to
fit in and belong." (Sethi, Lepper and Ross, 1998) I-C characteristics are not necessarily
mutually exclusive, but cultures usually develop a distinct inclination towards one end of
the spectrum.
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It is found that individualistic characteristics are exemplified in Western cultures,
whereas collectivistic characteristics are more dominant in Eastern cultures. This
conclusion was drawn from research efforts (e.g. Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 1989;
Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990) that were devoted to identify "the general differences between
American or Western views of personhood and Eastern or Asian perspectives" (Markus
and Kitayama, 1991)
3.2.2 Differences Among the Four Cells
East-East. In a pair of collectivistic cultures, it is natural to expect a higher
tendency of collectivistic behavior. The respondent will more likely evaluate the
outcome under the consideration of the benefit for himself, his counterpart, and the
organizations involved. Hence, we anticipate the outcomes to have an inclination to be
more satisfactory and have reduced conflict levels.
West-West. Similarly, in a relationship between two individualists, we predict
the respondents to have a more independent perception of the outcome, based mostly on
his priorities. Since most conflict management research was done in West-West
relationships, the results from this study should retell similar stories. For instance,
competition will probably increase tension in the relationship.
East-West and West-East. In intercultural partnerships, the respondents will
be aware that they are dealing with people with different values, and so we hypothesized
that they will adapt and move away from the usual end of the individualist-collectivist
spectrum. That is, Easterners will view in the relationship in a more individualistic
manner, while Westerners will view it in a more collectivistic manner. Hallen, Johanson,
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and Seyed-Mohamed showed in 1991 that the notion of interfirm adaptation is a
consequence of trust building. Also, Pornpitakpan's study in 1998 confirmed that for the
Thais and Japanese, "high adaptation by Americans results in higher disconfirmation of
stereotypic expectations and is perceived to be more situationally caused than is no
adaptation." Thus, conflict situation will potentially cause adaptation.
3.2.3 Interacting Factors
Issue. When there is more at stake with respect to the conflict issue, one might
instinctively expect the parties to try their best to minimize on loss and increase
satisfaction. However, no matter how important the issue is, it is still impersonal
compared to relationships because there is a lack of involvement of emotions. Therefore,
we suggest that the issue will reinforce the already expected behavior within the different
groups, as described above. That is, they will be stronger than their original position. In
the direct effect, it is obvious that issues with a larger impact will probably lower the
goodness of the overall outcome. The conflict issue is such a short-term event that the
marginal utility gained, even if the issue was won, is relatively low.
Interdependency Magnitude. A failure to maintain a satisfactory outcome
can potentially ruin a business partnership, when interdependency is present in the
relationship. So, unlike the expected interacting trends of the issue, interdependency will
most likely cause the conflicting members to be more sensitive to each other during
conflict management, thereby, increasing the value of the end result. Similarly,
interdependency alone should also improve the situation. This is because the focus on
relationship maintains a long-term concern for both parties.
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Interdependency Asymmetry. With an imbalance of dependency, the effort
to preserve the relationship is one-sided. When interacting with the conflict management
strategies, the outcome evaluation will probably increase the overall outcome. This is
because if the respondent's firm is more reliant, then, he/she will try his/her best not to
jeopardize the relationship, and if it is less dependent, then he/she can obtain more
control over the situation, also causing a positive effect on the outcome. The evaluation
will vary directly to where the interdependency is skewed, since the long-term focus is
also partial to the more dependent side.
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4 Methods
4.1 Data Collection
4.1.1 Research Setting - Distribution and Response Rates
The sample populations of this study were students that were in the Master's of
Business Administration (MBA) programs, its equivalents or higher. We could have
surveyed active managers in industries, but there were two main concerns that prohibited
us from doing so. First, we only had a limited amount of contacts in the different fields,
making it very difficult to have a large anonymous sample size. Also, biased sampling
might be an issue because the respondents will only come from the few sectors of which
we have networks. Business school students, though not working full-time, are usually
still very much in touch with the market. Moreover, they should come from a range of
different industries, so that the sample would not be as biased, even with the limited
number of contacts we had.
There were four sites where the survey was conducted. For a greater likelihood of
collecting data from the West, we decided to distribute at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's Sloan School of Management (MIT Sloan). The surveys were sent out
through the students' mail folders, and students were asked to reply through
interdepartmental mail, though some were given directly to Professor Sandy Jap. The
programs of which the students were part of include: Master of Business Administration
(MBA), Leaders for Manufacturing Fellows Program (LFM) for simultaneous Master's
Degrees in Management and Engineering, Master's Program with focus on Management
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of Technology Program (MOT) for executives, Alfred P. Sloan Fellows, and Visiting
Fellows Program.
From the East, we tested students from Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology (HKUST) MBA Program through their marketing professor - Professor S.
Ramaswami, who distributed and collected the survey. A similar procedure was taken
through the help of Dr. Hooi Den Huan for MBAs at the Nanyang Technological
University. In addition, the Indian MR Company, Drshti, adminstered the questionnaires
to various MBAs and managers in India, who were compensated financially.
The following table displays the exact numbers of distributed and returned
questionnaires at the four locations, along with a percentage showing the respective
response rate.
LOCATION DISTRIBUTED RETURNED RESPONSE RATE
MIT SLOAN 750 56 7.467%
HONG KONG 80 37 46.25%
INDIA 100 98 98%
SINGAPORE 50 16 32%
TOTAL 980 207 21.12%
Table 1: Data Collection - Response Rates
4.1.2 Respondent Characteristics
Since we are concerned about the culture combination of the relationship in our
study, it is necessary to summarize where the samples fit in the four cells. Of the 207
responses, 64 were in the East-East; 98 were in the East-West; 20 were in West-East, and
25 were in the West-West. Moreover, 185 or 89.8% were male, while 21 or 10.2% were
female, with one that was unknown.
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When asked about the type of business conducted with the counterpart, the
respondents answered in a variety of different industries and roles. After manually going
through them, nine classifications were formed to characterize the sample, where eight of
which indicate a general field of business. The remaining category was the "other", for
those that did not have enough frequencies for a separate section, as well as for the
unknown ones. The percentages of the 207 response in these divisions are displayed in
following table.
Category Consulting Development Finance Government Manufacturing
Percentage 8.7% 7.2% 12.5% 3.4% 6.25%
Sales & Supplier Technical/ Other
Marketing Engineering
17.8% 8.2% 22.6% 13.35%
Table 2: Respondents Characteristics - Business Categories
The average time of the respondents' experiences in their businesses was 3 years
and 6.14 months, though the answers ranged from 2 months to 20 years. On a different
level, the average time of the respondents' with the other party was slightly lower - 1 year
and 9.49 months, with a range from 1 month to 20 years.
4.1.3 The Survey
This was a paper survey. The survey packet consisted of a cover letter that
requests voluntary participation from students from the East and the West, and stresses on
the confidentiality for the individual. The actual questionnaire (see Appendix A) is
organized into three sections, gathering information between the organizations of the
respondents and the other party, between the individuals within the issue, and about a
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specific disagreeable situation. Please note that not all of the inquiries are relevant to this
particular study, and only those that are will be further described in the following section.
4.2 Origin of Measures
Most of the constructs in the survey are measured with a multiple item, 7-point
Likert scale, with 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree, unless otherwise indicated.
These measures are based on scales from earlier researches, or created for this study. The
obvious exceptions are the binary questions of whether the respondent and the other party
were from the East or from the West. Appendix B consists of the relevant item lists and
their respective Cronbach alpha reliabilities, averaging at 0.76.
4.2.1 Which of the four cells?
To position each survey in the four cultural cells, we simply asked where the
respondent comes from, and where the other party came from. For the respondent, we
have specifically given them the choice of East and West and also an open-ended space
for filling in actual place. The question "where do you come from?" was used as
opposed to "your origin" because the responses will better reflect which side of the
spectrum has an effect on shaping their behavior. With such a question, one will usually
enter which culture he/she belongs to, rather than his/her actual ethnic origin. For
instance, most American born Chinese only look Asian, but are educated and brought up
in the West, and hence, should be from the West. As for the other party, accidentally,
only the open-ended question appeared, so, it was necessary to determine East/West by
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extrapolating from the location entered. Fortunately, none of the location specified
suggested ambiguity.
4.2.2 Conflict Management Modes
To gather information on the five modes of conflict management approaches, we
adapted items from the "MODE" instrument developed by Kilmann and Thomas in 1977.
The instructions avoided the use of the word "conflict", in order to preserve the definition
explained in the background section. The statements describe what people sometimes do
when they have differing wishes. Each statement could be read in two ways for "my
response" and "my perception of his/her response". This was done for a more effective
use of space, and was also more convenient for the respondent.
4.2.3 Issue Characteristics
One question was asked for each of the factor that contributed to this variable -
issue stakes and implications. These were direct questions that simply inquired an
assessment of the degree to which the issue reflected that property on a 7-point scale,
with 1 being the lowest extent. In particular, associated stakes ranged from very low to
extremely high, while impact of the issue ranged from did not matter to tremendous
implications. The actual issue characteristic variable is the product of these two
responses.
4.2.4 Interdependencies
Interdependency magnitude and asymmetry are new variables created by the
manipulation of the measure for "our dependence on them" (OURDEP) and "their
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dependence on us" (THEIRDEP) on a corporate level. Interdependency magnitude is a
product of OURDEP and THEIRDEP. On the other hand, interdependency asymmetry is
the difference, namely, OURDEP-THEIRDEP, so that a high value is interpreted as our
organization having a greater dependence on the other party's organization. The
measures for the two factors are derived from ones used by Gundlach and Cadotte in
1994.
4.2.5 Relationship Outcomes
Items used to measure the evaluation of outcome satisfaction was a combination
of measures used by Kumar, Stem and Achrol in 1992 and Ruekert and Churchill in
1984. Resulting level of conflict items were adapted from studies done by Kumar, Stem,
and Achrol in 1992. Again, the instructions did not use the word "conflict". We
focussed only on the respondent's opinion, and did not ask for a "my perception of
his/her response" answer.
4.3 Measurement Properties
To assess the measurement quality, we applied confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) on our data set through full-information maximum-likelihood estimation
techniques in LISREL 8.30 developed by Jreskog and Srbom. The constructs are
organized into three groups for estimation: (i) my five modes of conflict management, (ii)
my perception of his/her five modes of conflict management, and (iii) overall outcome,
our dependence on them and their dependence on us.
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Factor loadings that were significant (k > 0.55) were retained, while insignificant
items were subsequently eliminated. CFA was repeated for the remaining items, and
their list of corresponding factor loadings and measurement errors are also included in
Appendix B. The model fit of each group was determined by the overall chi-square,
comparative fit index (CFI), incremental fit index (IFI), and the Tucker-Lewis index
(TLI). For the group with my management modes, the model fit was acceptable, with the
chi-square of 307.41 (142 degrees of freedom, p<0.00), CFI=0.84, IFI=0.85, and
TLI=0.81. For the group with my perception of his/her management modes, chi-square
was 286.87 (146 degrees of freedom, p<0.00), CFI=0.88, IFI=0.88, and TLI=0.86.
Finally, for the group covering the overall outcome and dependencies, chi-square was
101.87 (48 degrees of freedom, p<0.00), with CFI=0.93, IFI=0.93, TLI=0.91, thereby,
indicating a good fit.
Discriminate validity was examined using the Fornell and Larcker test, where the
amount of variance extracted by each construct with accounted measurement error,
should be greater than the square-correlation between the respective pairs of construct.
The analysis suggested that avoidance and accommodation did not achieve discriminate
validity. Thus, we decided to combine their items to describe the single construct of
passiveness. Hence, we considered four modes of conflict management, namely,
passiveness, competition, compromise and collaboration, instead of the usual five.
4.4 Model Estimation
Due to the low sample size and high degrees of freedom in the complete
conceptual model, the estimation was not able to reach convergence. Under this
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consideration, we broke up the model into simpler sub-models. Only one side of the
conflict management approaches, one moderating factor and one outcome were analyzed
in each of these models. With two sides of conflict management modes, three
moderating factors, and two outcome constructs in the original model, a total of twelve
sub-models were estimated in each of the four cells. Figure 3 provides an illustration of
the sub-model approach.
For a more accurate analysis, construct data values were adjusted according to the
factor loadings from the CFA. Subsequently, the moderating factors and the interacting
variable were generated. Regression of simultaneous systems of linear equations using
full-information maximum likelihood estimation model was used to estimate each set of
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One Side of the Conflict Management:
"My Four Modes" OR
"My Perception of His/Her Four Modes"
One Eva
Satisfacti
Overall (
One Moderating Factor:
Issue Characteristics OR
Interdependency OR
Interdependency Asymmetry
luation of Outcome:
on with Relationship OR
onflict Levels
Figure 3: The Sub-Model
the evaluation of outcome equations in one of the four cells. This was done through the
SAS System Version 6.12's SYSLIN Procedure with the FIML option. The template for
the equations was defined as follows:
Y=piXi +p2 X2 +p3X3 + 4X4 +P5Z+P 6Xi *Z+p 7X2 *Z+p 8X 3 *Z+p 9X4 *Z± ,
where Y = An Evaluation of Outcome : { Satisfaction with Relationship, Overall Conflict Levels}
Xi = Taken from one side the set of four conflict management modes
Z = A Interacting Factor : {Issue, Interdependency, Interdependency Asymmetry}
The Xi * Z represent the interaction between a mode of conflict management and the
interacting factor of the equation. The s's are the regression coefficients, and c1 is the
associated random error term. Appendix C displays a sample set of code for each cell.
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5 Results
This section will generally go through the data relevant to the thesis problem,
stating whether they support or differ from the earlier expectations. Discussion of
possible explanations will follow in the next section. With results generated from forty-
eight (48) sub-models, it will be difficult to individually reference the significant data
points here. Appendix D contains the complete list of all regression results, organized
into each of the four cultural cells and grouped by the interacting factors. It also includes
the betas for the interacting effects at low and high ranges (see Jaccard, Turrisi, and Wan,
1990) for the interaction variables. For exposition purposes, we will cross reference to
specific results in appendix D by numbers in square brackets, [#]. Since these are
findings from sub-models, preferences for particular conflict management modes cannot
be assessed from the data.
In the East-East relationship, significant main effects and interaction effects show
that most of the evaluation of outcomes improved, meaning satisfaction increases while
overall conflict levels decreases, which corresponds to our hypothesis [1,2,3,5,7].
However, there are a few discrepancies that turn out to be explainable by similar
reasoning for our expectations [4,6,8]. In the West-West cell, the findings are more or
less as predicted. The ending relationship is more agreeable when the actions provide a
clear advantage for the respondent, and vice versa [33,35,38,39]. For instance, in the
model with interdependency, if the respondent perceives the other party as being more
passive, there is a substantial increase in satisfaction (P=1.37) [35]. Further, in the
intercultural dyads, it is indeed as expected that some of the behavior of the respondents
change when they are dealing with counterparts of different culture [9,14,16,21,
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23,26,27]. In fact, a few of the outcomes have somewhat opposite behavior in the
intercultural pairs, than in corresponding intracultural pairs [8&20, 1&18, 21&39].
From the significant interactions with issue characteristics, it is clear that the
presence of an important issue lowers the conflict level quite extensively with an Eastern
respondent [1,2,11]. Therefore, this somewhat supports our original belief that the issue
amplifies the efforts, but only in the East-East and East-West cells. Directly, issue is only
significant in West-East relationships. It imposes a highly negative effect on satisfaction,
at a regression coefficient of -5.41 [21]. As for interdependency, the hypothesis that its
interaction will promote joint efforts to improve overall evaluation of outcome, even with
the use of less optimal conflict approaches, is illustrated exclusively in intercultural dyads
[17,25]. In the same culture pairs, interdependency simply reinforces the expected
outcome performance [6,37]. Also, the direct influence of interdependency is observed
in the East-East cell alone, lowering the conflict levels [5]; thus, supporting our
predictions. Finally, contrary to the earlier speculation, when the four modes are
interacting with interdependency asymmetry, the evaluation of the outcome is not
positively affected. It turns out that the interactions of interdependency asymmetry in the
intracultural combinations cause a significant increase in the conflict levels when the
asymmetry is shifted towards the respondent [8,39]. In the East-West relationships,
conflict levels decrease when the respondents are more dependent and heighten when
they are less dependent [20]. In addition, by itself, the existence of interdependency
asymmetry also augments overall conflict levels [19]. The inverse trends are found in the
West-East relationships for both the interaction and the direct effects [28,31,32].
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Therefore, our predictions for the West-West cell, and the intercultural dyads are
accurate. Also, the expectations for the East-East cell, the issue influence and effects of
interdependency are close, but with some discrepancies, while those for the
interdependency asymmetry are not at all supported by the results.
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6 Discussion
The findings show that our conceptual framework of conflict management, issue,
interdependencies, and outcome is a viable model for the interactions among these
variables. Cultural background of dyads plays a role in determining the evaluation of the
outcome. The importance of issue and the presence of interdependencies, magnitude or
asymmetry, appear to influence the effects of conflict management strategies on overall
outcome.
This section begins with attempting to explain the results of the study, especially
answering to how might the cultural propensities of the West and East account for the
significant data. It should be noted that our goal is not to seek the optimal conflict
management strategy, but rather to understand how their effects differ among the four
cultural cells and the interacting variables. Subsequently, limitations of the study and
implications for management are discussed.
6.1 Possible Explanations of the Results
6.1.1 The Four Cells
East-East. Initial observations of the results in the East-East show that they are
somewhat different from the findings from previous studies of conflict management.
This is because those studies are mainly conducted in the West-West cell. There are
actually a couple of similar trends, such as an increase in satisfaction when collaboration
is used; however, we wish to provide an alternate motivation behind this tendency. In
heavily collectivistic dyads, the members are both more concerned with each other's well
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being, and that ultimately feeds into their perception of the final outcome. Hence, one is
more likely to reciprocate approaches like collaboration and accommodations, when the
other side initiates it. Moreover, a major difference is that the Eastern respondent still
feels a decrease in conflict despite the fact that his/her action might have led to a
disadvantage. Again, this is also explained by the collectivistic nature of the respondent.
Though the action of the opposing party can be unfavorable to the respondent, he/she still
realizes that the counterpart has gained in the situation; so, the net effect becomes
favorable. At the same time, it is important to note that a similar attitude is expected in
return from the other party; that is, he/she should be considerate to the respondent. This
is illustrated when conflict level is increased if the interdependency asymmetry is high
and the other individual chooses to compete. Since the discourteous competition is an
unforeseen element, there seems to be a collectivist violation.
West-West. The West-West data remains quite consistent with previous stories.
The general positive effects on evaluation are observed when the other party's choice of
mode puts them in a position vulnerable to the respondent's control. Nonetheless, we are
not implying that the Western managers in this cell are selfish and egotistical; but simply
that they are taught to be more independent in thought. Besides, getting the upper hand is
not the only criteria for assessing the overall results in the West-West combinations. The
negative impact on satisfaction when he/she compromises showed that possibilities of
sub-optimal joint gains are also significant in affecting the respondent's perception of the
final relationship.
East-West and West-East. The mixed behaviors found in the intercultural
cells reveal to us that managers are sensitive to the cultural background of the person
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with whom they are dealing. When the East are in business with the West, they become
more defensive of their positions. They probably realize that the social responsibilities
are not as strong in the West than in the East. By the same token, the Western
respondents are more aware of the East's need for the common good, so they change to a
more collectivistic approach when evaluating the overall outcomes. Hence, we see that
there is some sort of adaptation and understanding of the opposing culture in the East-
West and West-East dyads.
6.1.2 Interacting Factors
Issue. The conflict management strategies significantly interact with issue
characteristics only in cells with the East respondents. Thus, it seems that the greater
impact and stakes lead to a more drastic decrease in conflict levels; thereby, possibly
intensifying the usual collectivistic nature of the East. There is no interaction importance
with issue in the other two pairs, but a direct negative effect is found in the West-East.
This is probably because Western managers feel the same way about their conflict
management regardless of the issue's implications and financial risks. Though, when
they are facing the East, the importance of the issue poses another constraint on the
existing cultural difference, causing a lowered satisfaction.
Interdependency Magnitude. When the two organizations are highly
interdependent in the intercultural dyads, the two individuals in the conflicting situation
are more likely to be more sensitive to each other's needs; that is, in a more collectivistic
manner. This way, it helps to sustain the good relationship, which builds onto the
satisfaction. On the other hand, in the East-East and West-West cells, interdependency
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reinforces their positions. In the East-East pair, the reason can be that the respondent
expects the interdependency should raise more consideration in the other party; thus, we
observe a case of collectivist violation in the results. Therefore, not surprisingly, the
increased sensitivity provokes a positive direct effect of interdependency on the overall
outcome. In the West-West pair, an individualistic approach would dictate a greater
motivation to grasp any opportunity, assuming that interdependency might moderate the
outcome. Consequently, it appears that the cost of losing a partner from a different
culture is more than a partner from the same culture, since it is probably more difficult to
form alliances globally than locally.
Interdependency Asymmetry. The results from the models with
interdependency asymmetry are quite interesting. The interaction effects of high
asymmetry (i.e. when respondent is more dependent) is opposite of those at low
asymmetry (i.e. when the respondent is less dependent). In most cases, high dependency
causes more emphasis to evaluate the outcome while considering the expected actions of
the other party, in the event that this asymmetry is obvious to both parties. For example,
this is illustrated in the East-East cell, where the conflict level increases at high
asymmetry, a possible consequence of collectivist violation. On the contrary, it seems
that there is a positive effect on outcome when there is low asymmetry. This is probably
because there is less concern and attention put on the situation. It would not matter as
much for the less reliant party to let the more reliant one get a little more benefit. In a
way, it could be seen as the upper side sympathizing for its counterpart.
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6.2 Implications for Management
Although we were only able to test sub-models of the conceptual framework, our
significant findings can still provide some preliminary insights on ways to improve or
better handle conflict situations in intercultural business. In addition, by recognizing the
different trends in each cultural cell and the interacting effects, managers can be better
prepared for the outcomes according to the culture of the opposing parties and the issue
characteristics and the nature of interdependencies.
When facing a different culture, managers should be aware of double standards in
their own attitude as well as in the other party's attitude. Double standards sometimes
reflect poorly on the professionalism of the organization. For example, a Western
manager will not be pleased to discover that the company he/she is dealing with are more
sensitive to the well-being of the Eastern counterpart. In a similar manner, it is important
for a manager to ensure that he/she does not become the underdog of potential
hypocritical behavior.
Further, since the issue and interdependencies appear to affect outcomes, both as
interactions and directly, we advise managers to fully comprehend these variables and
account for their presence when choosing their conflict management strategies. For
instance, for deals involving high levels of interdependencies in intercultural business, we
have discovered that there is a greater likelihood that expected outcomes will be
generally more positive despite the opportunity for disadvantageous circumstances.
Hence, it may be wise for either side to propose using strategies such as collaboration and
accommodation, because the other side will be more willing to reciprocate, and promote
even higher joint gains.
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6.3 Limitations
Among the several limitations in this study, the worst was that the sample sizes
were too small and unbalanced among the four cells for the complexity of the entire
model. Hence, we had to simplify into sub-models and work with results from 24 sub-
models. This meant that we had to ignore the effects among each of the model and
unable to create a solid mathematical model for the problem. In addition, low sample
size also leads to inaccuracies and high error during the estimation convergence. There
might be incidents where we may have missed an effect, or found the wrong effect.
Nonetheless, the fmdings did not differ too drastically from our expectations that were
formulated with previous studies in mind. So, it ensures that we are not just data mining.
Also, as with all surveys, there might be a chance of bad or illogical data because
volunteers do not always think through the questions before circling their choices. A
special attention should be brought to the India data. Since there was compensation for
the completion of the survey, it might be possible that several of the surveys can be
random data.
Other restrictions are related to the survey. Firstly, although all MBA students
should have a good command of the English language, the regional differences, such as
those between British English and American English, can still cause a few discrepancies.
We tried to minimize on misunderstandings by avoiding the use of ambiguous words,
running a pretest on a Hong Kong volunteer, and a revision by Professor Ramaswami.
However, it is recognized that there are still inevitable differences, especially since the
adopted measures were from the studies done in the United States. In addition, the actual
measures may have also introduced limitations in our understanding. As Thomas (1998)
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points out, the scales for the five modes of conflict management collect "aggregated
judgements of their modes across different episodes". Thus, we are not sure if it is
absolutely fit to use in measuring a specific situation. This might have been the reason
for the change to four modes in our study.
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7 The Knowledge-Based System (KBS)
Based on our fmdings from the sub-models with issue characteristics, we
designed and implemented a KBS that predicts the changes in the outcomes. The choice
of using these sub-models was arbitrary. It is meant to be an example to show how the
results can be converted into layers of "if-then"-type rules. These rules make up the
knowledge base, which can be loaded into the SHRUBS program to form a KBS. From
the user's standpoint, the system asks them a list of questions, and then after it has
gathered all the information that is needed to predict the outcome, the results are shown,
with the relative potential change number (0-1). In order to understand the design of this
knowledge base, it is necessary to go through the logistics of SHRUBS first. Sample
runs of the KBS can be found in Appendix F.
7.1 SHRUBS
SHRUBS is a simple program that applies the Al technique of "backward
chaining" through a list of rules. However, because of its simplicity, it is also not a
powerful tool. It can only work with "IF A and B and..., THEN C"-type rules.
Elementary mathematical operations are allowed in some versions, but that is only
limited to use in the antecedents (i.e. If-conditions). Unfortunately, the version we are
using - GRASS (Andrew Galland, 1999) with SHRUBS option, does not support
mathematical operations. Nonetheless, it is the newest implementation of SHRUBS with
a much-improved user-interface.
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7.1.1 A quick lesson on "backward chaining"
This is a simplified rendition of the "backward chaining", without going into too
much depth relating it other Al concepts. We will only go through the algorithm, as
opposed to the theory. A full explanation can be found in the textbook, Artificial
Intelligence by P. H. Winston.
Suppose there is a list of rules as such:
1: IF
A = "COKE"
THEN
A_GROUP = "SODA"
2: IF
A_GROUP = "SODA"
THEN
A_CLASS = "BEVERAGES"
The backward chaining process begins by setting a goal, which can be a variable that is a
consequent (i.e. the THEN part) of any of the rules. In this example, either AGROUP or
A_CLASS can be a goal. For the rest of the explanation, A_CLASS will be the goal.
After a goal is set, the process looks for a rule that has ACLASS in its consequent set.
Here, Rule 2 will be chosen. In order to establish whether ACLASS = "BEVERAGE"
or not, we must first prove that antecedent, AGROUP = "SODA", is true. So now, there
is a second level goal, to find what AGROUP is. Again, the process goes through the
rules, and picks up Rule 1, and repeats a similar method for A. However, there are no
rules that contain A in the consequence. At this point, the system would have to ask the
user this information. If the user answers COKE, then AGROUP = "SODA" would be
true, and also, A_CLASS = "BEVERAGES" would be established. Conversely, if the
user did not answer COKE, then the procedure will try to find other rules that has
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A_GROUP in the consequence, and repeat accordingly. In this case, there are no rules,
so the user will be asked to give this information once again. Backward chaining stops
when the main goal is established. Figure 4 displays the flow diagram for backward
chaining.
AskUse EstablishAsk er Rule Goal
Rule Set next level
IF goal
Establish
Antecedents
Figure 4: Flow Diagram for Backward Chaining
7.1.2 Certainty Factors
Backward chaining is generally as described in the previous section, but there is a
small difference in the backward chaining convention of SHRUBS that shapes its unique
feature. The rules in the knowledge base for SHRUBS do not have to be absolute rules;
they may contain a certainty factor that implies the degree or the probability that the rule
is true. For instance, in the rule:
IF
A_COLOR = "RED"
A_ISA = "FRUIT"
THEN
A = "APPLE" 0.9
0.9 is a certainty factor. Therefore, SHRUBS does not stop after establishing one value
and certainty factor of the goal. It continues to go through rules that can infer other
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values and certainty factors of the goal, and combines the information accordingly.
Certainty factors are between 0 and 1, and they can be either determined from a rule, or
given as the strength value when the user is answering the question. The certainty factor
that comes from a rule is calculated by taking the minimum of the factors in the
antecedents and multiplying that by the factor indicated in the rule. To compute the
overall certainty factor of a value, given several factors, the algorithm is illustrated
through the following example.
Suppose we have these data:
A = "APPLE" 0.9; A = "APPLE" 0.6; A <> "APPLE" 0.3; A <> "APPLE" 0.2
Combine the "equals" and the "not equals" separately, in this way:
Equals: 0.9 + (0.6 x (1-0.9)) = 0.96 Not equals: 0.3 + (0.2 x (1-0.3)) = 0.44
Then, find the difference: 0.96 - 0.44 = 0.52
Therefore, the overall certainty for A = "APPLE" is 0.52.
7.2 Design for Conversion into Rules
In order to form the KBS using SHRUBS, it is necessary to manipulate our results
to a list of rules for backward chaining. The main goal of our system is the outcome, and
it can take on values of "satisfaction" or "conflictlevel". There will be three key layers
of rules - (i) determining which cultural cell, (ii) determining the situation, and (iii)
determining the estimated change in the outcome. Appendix E contains the code for the
knowledge base, including the definition of the variables, called attributes in SHRUBS,
and the rule statements.
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7.2.1 The Cultural Cells
The four cultural cells divide the results from the study with issue characteristics,
so it is necessary to distinguish to which cells the user's situation belongs. However, we
would do so by inference, instead of directly asking the user to pick one of the four cells.
This is because KBS strive from multiple (but a reasonable number) layers of inferences.
Thus, similar to the survey, the system asks the user separately where he/she and the
counterpart come from. In these rules, there is no need to worry about the certainty
factors.
7.2.2 The Situation
This set of rules concludes the conflict management modes, and the issue
characteristics. For the conflict management modes, we used the same items as questions
for the user, but the answers are different. They are Yes/No, rather than from a scale of
1-7. This is because of the system is not able to use numerical values of variables to
mathematically derive new attributes. So, to assess the extent to which the relevant
conflict management modes are adopted in the situation, we make use of the certainty
factor. Basically, we set the certainty factor equal to the factor loading results from the
CFA for each of the item respectively. The system is designed so that the question with
the highest certainty will be asked first, and only if the answer is no or unsure, will the
system ask the next highest certainty question. The reason is that if all the items were
asked, the user would definitely find it very repetitive and redundant.
As for the issue characteristics, there is a lot more manipulation involved to code
the information into rules. It is necessary to differentiate between the high and low
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regions, since issue is an interacting factor. So, at the user level, the system asks the
same questions from the survey to find the degree of impact and stakes. Given this
number, there are a couple of levels of inferences. First, according to the number, we
assign whether the impact or stakes is considered high or low, along with a certainty
factor. For example, an impact of 7 is high with a certainty of 1.0, 6 is high with a
certainty of 6/7, and so on. The cutoff for the low regions for impact is smaller than 4,
while the cutoff for stakes is greater than 4. In this way, there will be a balance, since we
have odd-number scales. Similar proportionate assignments are given to the low region
rules as well. Then, for the next level, if both impact and stakes are high, then the issue
characteristic attribute is also considered high. It should be recognized that the lower of
the two certainty factors would become the factor of this variable. Other combinations of
the impact and stakes' high/low are then considered as low at varying degrees.
7.2.3 The Estimated Change in Outcome
The rest of the rules will infer the outcome and the estimated changes. The first
antecedent of each rule filters out the rules that are specific to the cultural cell. The
causes and effects of the significant, as seen in Appendix D, are directly translated into
the if-then rules. An increase is coded as an "equal", while a decrease is coded as a "not
equal". The regression coefficients, standardized relative to each cell's range of
numbers, become the certainty factors for the values of the outcome. There should be no
user interface involving these rules, as all the information should have been inferred by
now. If that is not the case, it means that the state of the situation do not pose any
influences on the potential outcomes.
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7.3 A Partial Tree
Using trees to visualize and trace rules is a common tool in the Al field. To
facilitate the understanding of backward chaining, we have included here a partial tree,
branching from only the first rule on outcomes.
The trace of a sample run in Appendix F can provide a better idea of how the KBS
behaves. Future works that may have similar result structure can also follow these design
conventions to transform their findings into a useful KBS.
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Impact? Stakes?
Ask User
Figure 5: A Partial Tree Branching from Rule 100
7.4 Implications for Management
The KBS that was designed and implemented in this project, along with any
similar variations, may be very useful for managers in intercultural business
relationships. There are two main ways that the program may help - for preparation for
overall outcome, or for choice of conflict management approaches.
The initial purpose of creating a KBS is for the user to enter information on the
current conflict situation, and get a prediction of the expected changes in outcome, so that
they can be better prepared for them. For example, if the satisfaction were estimated to
decrease in the outcome, then the user can begin analyzing what went wrong, and if the
level of decrease is too large, he/she might even start to look for an alternative business
partner in the future.
On the other hand, it is possible to minimize on damage by finding the best
conflict management approach on the first place. The KBS is almost like an express
simulation of a conflict scenario. It propagates through the results of our model, and
gives the user a relative idea of how the satisfaction and/or the conflict levels might
change. Since the system can be restarted and the interface is only a question and answer
session, managers can easily run through the program several times. Therefore, they can
try out a few conflict management approaches, see which ones may lead to better
outcomes, and act accordingly. For instance, suppose a Western manager, facing an
Eastern client, uses our KBS on models with issue to test out his/her possible conflict
management modes. After a few runs, he might realize that the conflict issue should be
minimized and he/she should collaborate more. However, some of the questions ask
about the perceived conflict management approaches of the other party. Therefore, it
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might also be useful for representatives from both parties to go through the program
together. An extension of this design could introduce a two-input channel system, so that
the answers of the opposing party remain unknown.
As a result, it is evident that technology can also be applied in relationship
management, as a form of business solution. Technology is not simply restricted to
transactional type processes.
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8 Future Extensions
The findings of this study have added some insights in the limited research in
intercultural business relationships under the context of conflict management. It is only
the beginning to a series of investigations in the same field. Aside from getting more
data and improving on the limitations previously discussed, there is much potential for
more extensions. Here, we will propose three of the more short-term future work that can
be build on this thesis.
The first suggestion does not require more development on the factors and
variables. Simply, it will be very intriguing to see how my responses on the conflict
management modes interact with my perception of his responses on the conflict
management modes, and how that changes in the four cells. It is very natural that the
actions of the other party will have a great influence on the respondent's choice of
strategy. We should expect to discover to what degree do the strategies get reciprocated,
the likely combinations of conflict management in intercultural businesses, and how they
affect the evaluation of overall outcome. Evidently, much more data will be needed for
this type of future work.
Another extension entails a simple modification of the current model, involving
the addition or changing of the interacting factors. The basic framework is still very
similar. These variables come from other ways to describe the conditions of the conflict,
such as the power distance between the two individuals (Hosfstede, 1983), mechanisms
used in the relationship to improve and clarify communication (Adler et al., 1987), and a
mutual understanding of each other's cultural background (Graham, 1984). More
research will be necessary to develop or find the adequate measures for these factors, but
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it will be worthwhile to see how these constructs interact with the conflict strategies used
and how they change across different combinations of dyads. Results from this extension
will not only enrich the study of conflict management in intercultural business, but also
supplement the current studies of interacting roles of various descriptors of the conflict
setting.
The last recommendation on future work adds another level of analysis onto the
conceptual model of our study. The plan is to examine the cultural differences that may
lead to differing wishes between the two parties, and their effects on the choice of
conflict management modes. Currently, we relied on the assumptions on the
individualistic and collectivistic tendencies of the East and West. In this future
extension, it will be possible to assess the actual degree of individualism/collectivism
natures in the dyad. In addition, other cultural-related variables, such as hierarchy vs.
egalitarianism (Schwartz, 1994), communication styles (Gudykunst et al., 1996), and
work ethics (Alder et al., 1987), can also be measured and tested. Although there will be
a substantial amount of development work in this extended study, it will be very useful to
model the entire conflict process, from causes to management, and from management to
outcomes.
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9 Contributions
Intercultural business relationships have become increasingly common; however,
research done in the field has been scarce. From the findings of this thesis, some insights
are offered on intercultural business relationships in the context of conflict management.
By conflict, we meant a situation involving differing wishes. We have set out to
investigate on the following:
* how the effects of conflict management modes on overall outcomes vary across the
four different cultural combinations of business dyads (i.e. East-East, East-West,
West-East, West-West),
* how the interacting factors of issue importance and natures of interdependencies
change those effects, and
" how might the interacting factors directly affect the overall outcomes as well.
A conceptual framework was constructed for testing the speculations made on
these queries, with the assumptions of cultural propensities regarding individualism and
collectivism. The model was built using variables that originated from known studies in
the management field. The five modes of conflict management were adopted from the
work of Thomas in 1976. These classifications include avoidance, accommodation,
competition, compromise and collaboration. The choices of issue characteristics, and
interdependency attributes were inspired by work of Dant & Schul in 1992 and Gundlack
& Cadotte in 1994, respectively. Issue characteristics was a cross of importance and
financial stakes. Interdependency was divided into two variables - magnitude and
asymmetry. Lastly, satisfaction with relationship and overall conflict levels constituted
the dependent variables of overall outcomes.
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A lot of the information could have been extrapolated from the regression analysis
of forty-eight sub-models. However, main discoveries that were relevant to our study
were identified through the sections of results and discussion. The following clearly
summarizes these conclusions:
" In the East-East relationships, collectivistic behavior is so prevalent that even less
advantageous conflict management strategies are able to affect the outcomes
positively, while more advantageous strategies may affect the outcomes negatively.
" In the West-West relationships, trends that can be explained by the predominantly
individualistic attitudes, are similar to those found in previous works. Approaches
that serve a manager's goals are more favorable than those that induce vulnerability.
This is because such studies were mostly conducted in West-West environment.
" In the intercultural relationships, namely, the East-West and West-East dyads,
sensitivity for the counterpart's different culture is discovered. The tendencies
towards the ends of the individualism/collectivism spectrum are no longer as strong.
The satisfaction of the East will increase when more opportunistic conflict
management is applied. On the other hand, sub-optimal modes can now positively
affect the West's perception of the outcome.
" Issue interacts with the conflict management modes to reinforce the managers'
general courses of actions. Directly, the high importance and stakes of the issue
affect the outcome negatively. Such findings can be accounted for by the fact that the
degree of loss is often much larger than the degree of gain.
" The interaction of interdependency with the conflict management strategies showed
overall improvements on the outcome. The direct effects of interdependency also
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displayed the same tendencies. An explanation can be that the maintenance of the
business relationship is probably more important than resolving the specific conflict
situation.
. The presence of interdependency asymmetry changes the direction of the effects of
conflict management on the outcome. Asymmetry in the interdependency is probably
well recognized between the two parties. The more dependent side acts with the
consideration of the usual behavior of the counterpart. Conversely, the less
dependent side is indifferent to the situation and thus, sympathesizes with the other
party.
Furthermore, following recent trends of using Artificial Intelligence systems for
business solutions, we designed and implemented a simple knowledge-based system that
can predict the changes in the satisfaction and/or the conflict level according to the
findings of the sub-models with issue characteristics. User will answer questions that are
needed to infer such changes. The inference engine of this system uses backward-
chaining conventions.
On the whole, this thesis has a few top-level contributions that are noteworthy.
The examined problems related to the consequences of the choice of conflict
management approaches, as opposed to the antecedents. It is not often that studies target
on the outcomes of negotiations; many earlier works tended towards comparing the
different behaviors that might lead to the causes of conflict. Moreover, with a focus on
intercultural business relationships, our project responded to the need for more
investigations involving intercultural business negotiations (Graham, 1985; Leung,
1993). Even though there might be some limitations to the results, there are still many
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preliminary insights offered to the intercultural studies. Together, they increase the
general understanding of conflict management in intercultural business. As a result, this
study becomes quite important because the fast growing trend of globalization has
created a lot more intercultural business relationships in most industries.
In conclusion, the work done in this thesis has opened the door to future studies of
understanding conflict management in intercultural business. At the same time, the Al
system also provided the first steps to using technology to guide improvements in
intercultural business relationships.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sloan School of Management
Room E56-317
38 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02142-1307
Telephone: 617 253-7147
Facsimile: 617 258-7597
Email: sandyj@mit.edu
SANDY D JAP
Assistant Professor of Marketing
February 1999HdfiDear Sir or Madam,This survey is part of a study on cross-cultural relationships between
organizations. Ifyou are from an Eastern (Asia, India) or Western (North
America, Europe, and Australia) culture and have worked with outside
organizations (i.e., suppliers, distributors, customers) in the same or opposite
culture asyours, we would like to request your participation in this survey.
The enclosed questionnaire is designed to assess your opinions and
feelings, and there are no right or wrong answers. Our pretest results indicate that
you should be able to complete the questionnaire in approximately 15 minutes.
The sample is limited and therefore your responses are extremely
important. All of your responses will be kept completely confidential and will
not be revealed to your classmates, professors, or any organization. Any
information given will be averaged across the responses of many other
participants so that no one's individual answers can be determined.
In return for your participation, I will be glad to send you a report
summarizing the results. Please return the questionnaire directly to me or to
the professor who distributed the questionnaire to you.
Thank you in advance for your participation; please feel free to contact me
with any questions or concerns that you may have.
Sincerely,
V
Sandy D. Jap
Attachment
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Tell Us About You and the Other Organization
Are you from an Eastern (Asia, India) or Western (North America, Europe, Australia) culture?
(circle one) East West In particular, where?:
Your gender: Male or Female
Please complete this survey in reference to a specific outside organization that you have been in a business
relationship with.
* If you are from the East, please think about a business relationship that you had with an organization
from the West.
* If you are from the West, please think about a business relationship that you had with an organization
from the East.
* If you have not had experience working with an organization from the opposite culture, please consider
an organization that you have worked with from the same culture.
Please tell us where of this referent organization is from:
What type of business did you conduct with this organization?
How many years of experience do you have in this line of work? Years Months
Please circle the number that indicates the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following
statements.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
Our firm was dependent on this organization. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
This organization was dependent on our organization. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
This organization was critical to our future performance. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Our firm was important to this organization's future performance. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Tell Us About You and a Contact Individual
Please think about a contact person from this organization that you worked with on a frequent basis who also
comes from the same origin as the company and complete all of the questions in reference to this individual.
How long did you work with this individual? ___ Years Months
What is this contact's relative position in his/her organization? (please circle one of the options below)
Higher than your position Same as your position Lower than your position
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements. Please note that,
"him/her," and "he/she," refers to the contact individual from this referent organization. Do not be
concerned if you sense some redundancy in the statements below. This is done to account for the fact that
some people may read and interpret a statement differently.
Strongly Strongly
Me Disagree Agree
I feel comfortable with silences in conversations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she trusts me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
My promises to him/her are reliable. 1 2 3 4 5-.6 7
If I have something negative to say to them, I will be tactful in telling them. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
When pressed for an opinion, I respond with an ambiguous position. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I am very honest in dealing with him/her. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I am extremely open when I communicate. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I would go out of my way to help him/her out. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I like to be accurate when I communicate. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I consider his/her interests when problems arise. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/She
He/she seems to feel comfortable with silences in conversations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I trust him/her. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she uses a lot of descriptive words when they talk. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
His/her promises to me are reliable. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
If he/she has something negative to say to me, they will be tactful in telling me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
When pressed for an opinion, he/she responds with an ambiguous position. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she is very honest in dealing with me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she is extremely open when they communicate. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she would go out of their way to help me out. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she likes to be accurate when they communicate. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
He/she considers my interests when problems arise. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Please indicate how important each of these individual characteristics are as a guiding principle in your life.
Also indicate how important you think these principles are to the other person's life.Use the following scale:
Not Important Very Important Opposed to Principle
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -1
Your Score Their Score
Having authority (the right to lead or command)
Having ambition (hardworking, aspiring)
Choosing own goals (selecting own purposes)
Being capable (competent, effective, efficient)
Having influence (an impact on people and events)
Being independent (self-reliant, self-sufficient)
Being intelligent (logical, thinking)
Having self-respect (belief in one's worth)
Having success (achieving goals)
Having social power (control over others, dominance)
Having social recognition (respect, approval by
others)
Preserving my public image (protecting my 'face')
Having wealth (material possessions, money)
How frequently did you and the other party:
Hardly Ever
Use translators 1 2
Use simple verbal communication 1 2
Avoid technical conversation 1 2
Use documentation 1 2
Have face-to-face meetings 1 2
Try to understand the other's culture 1 2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
Very Frequently
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
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Tell Us About A Specific Situation
Please think about a situation in which your wishes may have differedfrom this person's wishes and
complete the items in this section in reference to this specific situation.
Did this situation concern a policy or operational issue?
Policy (e.g. contract criteria, standards and regulations)
_ Operational (e.g. facilities, day-to-day programs and activities)
0 Was it something that required immediate attention and resolution? Yes No
* How large were the stakes associated with this
e To what extent did the issue impact your firm?
issue? _ (1=very low, 7=extremely high)
(1=didn't matter, 7=tremendous implications)
Please circle the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements. Each of these
statements refer to the specific situation in which your wishes may have differed from the other person's
wishes.
We were satisfied with the outcomes from this relationship.
The situation was complex.
Our collaboration with them has more than fulfilled our expectations.
We still have significant disagreements in our working relationship with them.
The underlying problem in the situation was simple.
Our association with them turned out to be a successful one.
Their performance left a lot of be desired from an overall standpoint.
Overall, the results of our relationship have fallen far short of expectations.
We would be willing to work with them again in the future.
Our gains from this collaboration have been fair.
The relationship between them and us can still be best described as tense.
Our final outcomes received from this relationship were just.
Our relationship with them has been a successful one.
We frequently clash with them on issues relating to how we should conduct our
business.
There were many parts to the situation that needed to be considered.
Strongly
Disagree
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
Strongly
Agree
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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In this section, we want to know what you and the other person did in the specific situation. We have listed
various statements that describe what people sometimes do when they have differing wishes. Please indicate
the degree to which these statements best reflect what you did and what the other person did. The words in
parentheses apply to statements regarding the other person. Hence, statement #1 should be read as "Asserted
my wishes" when describing your response, but should be read as "Asserted his/her wishes when describing
the other person's response.
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I (or he/she): Me Him/Her
1. Asserted my (his/her) wishes.
2. Did what was necessary to avoid tensions.
3. Tried to sooth his/her (my) feelings and preserve the relationship.
4. Tried to avoid creating unpleasantness in the business relationship.
5. Tried not to hurt his/her (my) feelings.
6. Proposed a middle ground.
7. Tried to be considerate of his/her (my) wishes in approaching negotiations.
8. Gave up some points in exchange for others.
9. Tried to win my (his/her) position.
10. Attempted to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open.
11. Tried not to make the situation worse.
12. Pressed to get my (his/her) points made.
13. Let him/her (me) have some of his/her (my) positions while he/she (I) let me
(him/her) have some of ours.
14. Tried to find a fair combination of gains and losses for both of us.
15. Attempted to immediately work through the differences.
16. Tried to find a position that was intermediate between his/her position and
mine.
17. Shared the problem with him/her (me) so that I (he/she) can work it out.
18. Tried to meet his/her (my) wishes because his/her (my) position seemed
very important.
19. Tried to get him/her (me) to settle for a compromise.
20. Made some effort to get my (his/her) way.
21. Leaned toward a direct discussion of the problem.
Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this survey. Please return this survey to me or to the
professor who gave you this survey.
Ifyou would like for a summary report of the results, please provide your name and mailing address on the
following page.
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Provide your name and address below ifyou would like to receive a summary report of this research.
Name:
Organization:
Street Address:
City:
Country:
State:
_Zip:
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Appendix B: Scale Items and Reliabilities
For all scale items, the endpoints for the Likert scales were 1 = strongly disagree and
7 = strongly agree. a is Cronbach's alpha.
Meas
Our Dependence on Them (a=0. 70) Loading Err
Our firm was dependent on this organization. 0.79 0.38
This organization was critical to our future performance. 0.68 0.53
Meas
Their Dependence on Us (a=O. 79) Loading Err
This organization was dependent on our organization. 0.73 0.46
Our firm was important to this organization's future performance. 0.88 0.22
Meas
My Passiveness (a=0. 74) Loading Err
I did what was necessary to avoid tensions. 0.70 0.52
I tried to avoid creating unpleasantness in the business relationship. 0.55 0.70
I tried not to make the situation worse. 0.57 0.68
I tried to sooth his/her feelings and preserve the relationship. 0.62 0.62
I tried to be considerate of his/her wishes in approaching negotiations. 0.59 0.66
Meas
My Perception of His/Her Passiveness (a=O. 78) Loading Err
He/She did what was necessary to avoid tensions. 0.66 0.57
He/She tried to avoid creating unpleasantness in the business relationship. 0.61 0.63
He/She tried not to make the situation worse. 0.68 0.54
He/She tried to sooth my feelings and preserve the relationship. 0.67 0.55
He/She tried to be considerate of my wishes in approaching negotiations. 0.64 0.59
Meas
My Collaboration (a=0. 72) Loading Err
I attempted to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 0.59 0.66
I attempted to immediately work through the differences. 0.58 0.66
I shared the problem with him/her so that I can work it out. 0.67 0.56
I leaned toward a direct discussion of the problem. 0.66 0.57
Meas
My Perception of His/Her Collaboration (a=0. 72) Loading Err
He/She attempted to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 0.61 0.63
He/She attempted to immediately work through the differences. 0.67 0.55
He/She shared the problem with me so that he/she can work it out. 0.66 0.57
He/She leaned toward a direct discussion of the problem. 0.56 0.68
Meas
My Competition (a=0.65) Loading Err
I tried to win my position.
I pressed to get my points made.
I made some effort to get my way.
0.66
0.56
0.62
0.57
0.68
0.61
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Meas
My Perception of His/Her Competition (a=. 66) Loading Err
He/She tried to win his/her position. 0.66 0.57
He/She pressed to get his/her points made. 0.66 0.57
He/She made some effort to get his/her way. 0.54 0.70
Meas
My Compromise (a=0. 80) Loading Err
I proposed a middle ground. 0.58 0.67
I gave up some points in exchange for others. 0.54 0.71
I let him/her have some of his/her positions while he/she let me have some of ours. 0.67 0.55
I tried to find a fair combination of gains and losses for both of us. 0.75 0.44
I tried to find a position that was intermediate between his/her position and mine. 0.65 0.57
I tried to get him/her to settle for a compromise. 0.58 0.67
Meas
My Perception of His/Her Compromise (a=0. 81) Loading Err
He/She proposed a middle ground. 0.62 0.61
He/She gave up some points in exchange for others. 0.61 0.63
He/She let me have some of my positions while I let him have some of ours. 0.74 0.45
He/She tried to find a fair combination of gains and losses for both of us. 0.68 0.53
He/She tried to find a position that was intermediate between my position and mine. 0.66 0.56
He/She tried to get me to settle for a compromise. 0.57 0.68
Meas
Satisfaction (a=0.84) Loading Err
Our collaboration with them has more than fulfilled our expectations. 0.65 0.57
Our association with them turned out to be a successful one. 0.81 0.34
Overall, the results of our relationship have fallen far short of expectations. -0.69 0.53
We were satisfied with the outcomes from this relationship. 0.63 0.61
Our relationship with them has been a successful one. 0.79 0.38
Meas
Overall Conflict Levels (a=O. 74) Loading Err
The relationship between them and us can still be best described as tense. 0.69 0.53
We frequently clash with them on issues relating to how we should conduct our 0.73 0.47
business.
We still have significant disagreements in our working relationship with them. 0.67 0.55
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Appendix C: Sample SAS Code
The italics indicate where changes are made for the other sets of code.
EE can be replaced by EW, WE, WW, for change of dyad.
MY can be replaced by HE, for change to my perception of his/her conflict management modes.
LIBNAME THESIS 'D:\Sas\SASDATA';
PROC SYSLIN DATA=THESIS. FINALEE FIML MAXITER=1000;
sateval: MODEL EVALSAT = MYPASSIV MYCOLAB MYCMPET MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
lvconflt:
ISSPASMY ISSCLBMY ISSCPTMY ISSCOMMY / STB;
MODEL CONFLTLV = MYPASSIV MYCOLAB MYCMPET MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY ISSCLBMY ISSCPTMY ISSCOMMY / STB;
RUN;
PROC SYSLIN DATA=THESIS.FINALEE FIML MAXITER=1000;
sateval: MODEL EVALSAT = MYPASSIV MYCOLAB MYCMPET MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY DEPCLBMY DEPCPTMY DEPCOMMY / STB;
lvconflt: MODEL CONFLTLV = MYPASSIV MYCOLAB MYCMPET MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY DEPCLBMY DEPCPTMY DEPCOMMY / STB;
RUN;
PROC SYSLIN DATA=THESIS.FINALEE FIML MAXITER=1000;
sateval: MODEL EVALSAT =MYPASSIV MYCOLAB MYCMPET MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY ASYCLBMY ASYCPTMY ASYCOMMY / STB;
lvconflt: MODEL CONFLTLV = MYPASSIV MYCOLAB MYCMPET MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY ASYCLBMY ASYCPTMY ASYCOMMY / STB;
RUN;
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Appendix D: Results
Legend for Variables:
Variable
Satisfaction
Overall Conflict Level
My, His/Her Passiveness
My, His/Her Colaboration
My, His/Her Competition
My, His/Her Compromise
Issue Characteristics
Interdependency
Interdependency Asymmetry
Passiveness interact with Issue
Collaboration interact with Issue
Competition interact with Issue
Compromise interact with Issue
Prefix for interactions with Interdependency*
Prefix for interactions with Interdependency
Asymmetry*
Variable Name
EVALSAT
CONFLTLV
MYPASSIV, HEPASSIV
MYCOLAB, HECOLAB
MYCMPET, HE CMPET
MYCOMP, HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
INTERDEP
INTERASY
ISSPASMY, ISSPASHE
ISSCLBMY, ISSCPTHE
ISSCPTMY, ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMMY, ISSCOMHE
DEP
ASY
*Variable names have the same pattern as interactions with issue. This prefix will
replace ISS.
Bold indicates significant values. Interaction Betas for significant data will follow
after the group of results when necessary. (See Jaccard, Turrisi, and Wan, 1990)
East-East
Issue Characteristics
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
2.449077
-0.128668
0.335938
0.008400
-0.243789
-0.026524
0.011936
-0.003046
-0.005734
0.003575
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
1.128574
0.503696
0.099512
-0.266030
0.058401
-0.015581
-0.015267
Parameter Estimates
Standard
Error
1.190025
0.327108
0.365443
0.262247
0.287128
0.049850
0.013660
0.015003
0.010135
0.010261
Parameter
Standard
Error
1.030443
0.293256
0.348753
0.183352
0.226873
0.032400
0.012715
T for HO:
Parameter=0
2.058
-0.393
0.919
0.032
-0.849
-0.532
0.874
-0.203
-0.566
0.348
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
1.095
1.718
0.285
-1.451
0.257
-0.481
-1.201
Prob > I T I
0.0444
0.6956
0.3620
0.9746
0.3996
0.5968
0.3861
0.8399
0.5739
0.7289
Prob > TI
0.2783
0.0916
0.7765
0.1526
0.7978
0.6325
0.2351
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.118630
0.287156
0.008216
-0.259215
-0.528014
0.873221
-0.231551
-0.427064
0.238920
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.527193
0.098804
-0.305897
0.062965
-0.310168
-1.107249
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ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMHE
1
1
1
0.007580
0.008016
0.004910
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
2.640503
-0.440610
-0.343495
0.415797
0.401708
-0.030020
0.018180
0.003894
-0.003193
-0.012626
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable DF
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
[1] ISSCPTHE
[2] ISSCOMHE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
3.384631
-0.457042
-0.577162
0.329085
0.420835
0.032494
0.012261
0.018757
-0.018936
-0.023698
0.013989
0.007099
0.008396
0.542
1.129
0.585
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
1.434071
0.394190
0.440387
0.316027
0.346011
0.060073
0.016462
0.018079
0.012213
0.012365
Parameter= 0
1.841
-1.118
-0.780
1.316
1.161
-0.500
1.104
0.215
-0.261
-1.021
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
1.299684
0.369880
0.439877
0.231259
0.286152
0.040865
0.016038
0.017644
0.008954
0. 010589
2.604
-1.236
-1.312
1.423
1.471
0.795
0.764
1.063
-2.115
-2.238
0.5901
0.2638
0.5611
Prob > ITI
0.0711
0.2686
0.4388
0.1938
0.2508
0.6193
0.2743
0.8303
0.7948
0.3118
Prob > |T I
0.0119
0.2219
0.1950
0.1605
0.1472
0.4300
0.4479
0.2925
0.0391
0. 0294
0.509922
0.595964
0.317771
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.325835
-0.235504
0.326211
0.342591
-0.479315
1.066829
0.237440
-0.190730
-0.676738
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.383687
-0.459636
0.303509
0.363925
0.518831
0.713221
1.012027
-1.129150
-1.230132
Significant Result - Analysis
HECMPET * ISSUE => CONFLTLV -
HECOMP * ISSUE => CONFLTLV (-)
Prob > ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
0.0391 -1.12915 -10.416359 -38.952689
0.0294 -1.23013 -11.31464 -42.403029
Interdependency
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
[3] MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
DEPCOMMY
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
1.390307
0.086396
0.663680
-0.533265
0.084508
0.063604
0.007781
-0.048084
0.040559
-0.023225
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
DF
1
1
1
Estimate
0.915944
0.240359
0.269589
Parameter
Standard
Error
1.130531
0.290709
0.328772
0.317251
0.304382
0.101826
0.022269
0.031583
0.029695
0.031325
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
1.230
0.297
2.019
-1.681
0.278
0.625
0.349
-1.522
1.366
-0.741
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
0.842960 1.087
0.321130 0.748
0.324740 0.830
Prob > |T I
0.2241
0.7675
0.0485
0.0986
0.7823
0.5348
0.7281
0.1337
0.1777
0.4616
Prob > IT I
0.2820
0.4574
0.4101
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.079656
0.567307
-0.521605
0.089856
0.584714
0.230603
-1.519080
1.129249
-0.612063
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.251571
0.267670
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HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASHE
DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-0.094130
0.087544
-0.023652
-0.000640
0.002269
0.002056
-0.000026414
0.192946
0.235178
0.079779
0.027178
0.029194
0.016047
0.020492
-0.488
0.372
-0.296
-0.024
0.078
0.128
-0.001
0.6276
0.7112
0.7680
0.9813
0.9383
0.8985
0.9990
-0.108236
0.094386
-0.217431
-0.021179
0.064811
0.074346
-0.000759
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
[4] MYCMPET
MYCOMP
[5] INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
[6] DEPCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
5.163177
-0.645302
-0.633433
1.042881
-0.598700
-0.273548
0.018644
0.050747
-0.059499
0.078687
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
1.289599
0.331613
0.375031
0.361889
0.347209
0.116154
0.025402
0.036027
0.033874
0.035732
Parameter=0
4.004
-1.946
-1.689
2.882
-1.724
-2.355
0.734
1.409
-1.757
2.202
Prob > |TI
0.0002
0.0569
0.0970
0.0057
0.0904
0.0222
0.4661
0.1647
0.0847
0.0319
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.477207
-0.434289
0.818186
-0.510592
-2.017022
0.443199
1.285898
-1.328713
1.663244
Significant Result - Analysis Prob > ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
MYCOMP * INTERDEP => CONFLTLV (+) 0.0319 1.66324 6.08320328 25.4948558
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASHE
DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
4.482994
-0.006994
-0.783164
0.297275
-0.208701
-0.046323
-0.020533
0.054048
-0.025712
0.011120
Parameter
Standard
Error
1.109659
0.422730
0.427483
0.253991
0.309584
0.105020
0.035777
0.038431
0.021124
0.026976
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
4.040
-0.017
-1.832
1.170
-0.674
-0.441
-0.574
1.406
-1.217
0.412
Prob > |T I
0.0002
0.9869
0.0725
0.2470
0.5031
0.6609
0.5684
0.1653
0.2288
0.6818
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.005872
-0.623690
0.274172
-0.180478
-0.341565
-0.544931
1.238331
-0.745565
0.256386
Interdependency Asymmetry
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY
ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
1.878943
0.174433
0.356667
-0.250764
-0.177269
-0.044967
-0.021108
0.304868
-0.148218
-0.130949
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable DF
INTERCEP 1
Estimate
0.867654
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
0.670662
0.182639
0.202056
0.182973
0.160232
0.540104
0.160995
0.193772
0.144860
0.154555
Parameter=0
2.802
0.955
1.765
-1.370
-1.106
-0.083
-0.131
1.573
-1.023
-0.847
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
0.475048 1.826
Prob > TI
0.0070
0.3438
0.0832
0.1762
0.2735
0.9340
0.8962
0.1215
0.3108
0.4006
Prob > | T I
0.0733
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.160825
0.304875
-0.245281
-0.188486
-0.091715
-0.144603
2.123558
-0.986060
-0.876753
Standardized
Estimate
0
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HEPASSIV
[7] HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASHE
ASYCLBHE
ASYCPTHE
ASYCOMHE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.195418
0.339821
-0.122471
0.064923
0.250810
-0.159241
0.153971
0.009501
-0.063577
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY
ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
1.659212
-0.006636
-0.104738
0.178839
0.185241
-0.568535
0.044822
0.312392
-0.147272
-0.090006
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASHE
ASYCLBHE
[8) ASYCPTHE
ASYCOMHE
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
3.651180
-0.361448
-0.258144
0.164631
0.049727
-0.549472
0.099046
-0.133397
0.226356
-0.074828
0.153940
0.169191
0.108064
0.125442
0.296403
0.124539
0.135603
0.079837
0.132461
Parameter
Standard
Error
0.795932
0.216754
0.239797
0.217149
0.190161
0.640987
0.191066
0.229966
0.171918
0.183424
1.269
2.009
-1.133
0.518
0.846
-1.279
1.135
0.119
-0.480
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
2.085
-0.031
-0.437
0.824
0.974
-0.887
0.235
1.358
-0.857
-0.491
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
0.604423
0.195864
0.215269
0.137495
0.159605
0.377126
0.158457
0.172534
0.101580
0.168536
Parameter=0
6.041
-1.845
-1.199
1.197
0.312
-1.457
0.625
-0.773
2.228
-0.444
0.2097
0.0496
0.2621
0.6069
0.4012
0.2065
0.2612
0.9057
0.6332
Prob > |TI
0.0418
0.9757
0.6640
0.4138
0.3343
0.3790
0.8154
0.1800
0.3954
0.6256
Prob > |TI
0.0001
0.0705
0.2357
0.2364
0.7566
0.1509
0.5346
0.4428
0.0300
0.6588
0.204534
0.337403
-0.140825
0.069997
0.511551
-1.032454
0.943814
0.060569
-0.392010
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.004908
-0.071809
0.140307
0.157980
-0.930077
0.246284
1.745306
-0.785854
-0.483354
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.303435
-0.205579
0.151836
0.043003
-0.898892
0.515077
-0.655862
1.157398
-0.370064
East-West
Issue Characteristics
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter Estimates
Parameter Standard T for HO:
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
0.692871
0.224729
0.262074
-0.039323
0.078292
0.021999
0.003900
0.001107
-0.005117
-0.007675
Error
1.081851
0.398875
0.301766
0.309609
0.334916
0.047632
0.015190
0.010182
0.011607
0.012185
Parameter=0
0.640
0.563
0.868
-0.127
0.234
0.462
0.257
0.109
-0.441
-0.630
Prob > ITI
0.5235
0.5746
0.3875
0.8992
0.8157
0.6453
0.7980
0.9137
0.6604
0.5304
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.153275
0.210780
-0.038356
0.064444
0.333711
0.209819
0.063621
-0.287632
-0.411242
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Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
-0.014352
0.397347
0.397525
0.109616
-0.201613
0.063357
-0.004387
-0.012583
-0.012895
0.012294
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
Parameter
Standard
Error
1.265579
0.372319
0.374651
0.284515
0.271921
0.051373
0.011470
0.012361
0.010462
0.010717
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
-0.011
1.067
1.061
0.385
-0.741
1.233
-0.383
-1.018
-1.233
1. 147
Prob > ITI
0.9910
0.2888
0.2916
0.7010
0.4604
0.2208
0.7030
0.3115
0.2210
0.2545
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.324915
0.289139
0.096970
-0.181324
0.961100
-0.239795
-0.712011
-0.738092
0.664278
Standardized
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
1.787310
0.001936
-0.275357
0.016256
0.383309
0.036928
-0.006780
-0.002790
0.007295
-0.007685
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
[9] HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
[10] HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
[11] ISSCOMdHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
2.768642
-0.936015
-0.034618
0.091956
0.756035
-0.018631
0.024922
-0.004393
0.008856
-0.024794
Error
1.235074
0.455368
0.344505
0.353459
0.382350
0.054378
0.017341
0.011624
0.013251
0.013911
Parameter
Standard
Error
1.413786
0.415920
0.418525
0.317834
0.303765
0.057389
0.012813
0.013808
0.011688
0.011972
Parameter= 0
1.447
0.004
-0.799
0.046
1.003
0.679
-0.391
-0.240
0.551
-0.552
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
1.958
-2.250
-0.083
0.289
2.489
-0.325
1.945
-0.318
0.758
-2.071
Prob > |TI
0.1514
0.9966
0.4263
0.9634
0.3188
0.4989
0.6967
0.8109
0.5833
0.5820
Prob > ITI
0.0534
0.0269
0.9343
0.7730
0.0147
0.7462
0.0550
0.7511
0.4506
0.0413
Estimate
0
0.001187
-0.199026
0.014250
0.283544
0.503437
-0.327826
-0.144172
0.368510
-0.370060
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0. 687847
-0.022629
0.073106
0.611067
-0.253999
1.224124
-0.223404
0.455568
-1.203984
Significant Result - Analysis
HECOMP * ISSUE => CONFLTLV(-)
Prob >|TI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
0.0413| -1.20398| -13.432154| -40.323597
Interdependency
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
[12] MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
[13] MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
0.438482
0. 649032
0.104191
-0.499094
0.276885
0.064734
-0.030489
Parameter
Standard
Error
0.973913
0. 308254
0.278292
0.213347
0.293835
0.096521
0.024001
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
0.450
2.106
0.374
-2.339
0.942
0.671
-1.270
Prob > ITI
0.6537
0.0381
0.7090
0.0216
0.3486
0.5042
0.2073
Standardized
Estimate
0
0. 442669
0.083798
-0.486823
0.227909
0.531591
-0.899990
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DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
DEPCOMMY
1
1
1
0.014731
0.030533
-0.029741
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
[14] HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASHE
DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
0.090460
0.756750
0.064975
-0.243680
0.095557
0.152065
-0.042956
-0.004782
0.005981
-0.000648
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
[15] MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
DEPCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
2.258429
-0.335836
-0.151215
0.509476
0.016167
0.047820
0.012998
-0.014885
-0.026414
0.011415
0.021927
0.017161
0.023515
0.672
1.779
-1.265
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
0.949752
0.313081
0.312050
0.211928
0.265721
0.091335
0.024773
0.024442
0.016537
0.022737
Parameter=
0.095
2.417
0.208
-1.150
0.360
1.665
-1.734
-0.196
0.362
-0.028
Parameter Estimates
Standard
Error
1.135895
0.359523
0.324578
0.248831
0.342706
0.112575
0.027993
0.025574
0.020016
0.027426
T for HO:
Parameter=0
1.988
-0.934
-0.466
2.047
0.047
0.425
0.464
-0.582
-1.320
0.416
0.5035
0.0787
0.2093
Prob > IT I
0.9243
0.0177
0.8355
0.2533
0.7200
0.0995
0.0864
0.8453
0.7185
0.9773
Prob > I T I
0.0499
0.3528
0.6425
0.0436
0.9625
0.6720
0.6436
0.5620
0.1904
0. 6783
0.447987
0.825873
-0.849516
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.618803
0.047259
-0.215567
0.085941
1.248742
-1.260116
-0.140571
0.172577
-0.017717
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.205849
-0.109297
0.446603
0.011959
0.352905
0.344812
-0.406818
-0.642076
0.293019
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
[16] HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERDEP
[17] DEPPASHE
DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
2.893501
-0.899789
-0.103541
0.409359
0.447364
-0.078485
0.062598
-0.006001
-0.012204
-0.025184
Standard
Error
1.074229
0.354115
0.352949
0.239703
0.300547
0.103305
0.028020
0.027645
0.018704
0.025717
T for HO:
Parameter=0
2.694
-2.541
-0.293
1.708
1.488
-0.760
2.234
-0.217
-0.652
-0.979
Prob > ITI
0.0085
0.0128
0.7699
0.0912
0.1402
0.4494
0.0280
0.8286
0.5158
0.3301
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.661225
-0.067680
0.325443
0.361583
-0.579209
1.650269
-0.158536
-0.316454
-0.619271
Significant Result - Analysis Prob > ITI I Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
HEPASSIV * INTERDEP => CONFLTLV (+) 0.028 1.65027 5.9462136 25.9075611
Interdependency Asymmetry
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
1.087182
0.329161
0.306778
-0.191052
-0.070930
0.045609
-0.101478
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
0.541168 2.009
0.187030 1.760
0.155264
0.100705
0.129607
0.433131
0.186074
1.976
-1.897
-0.547
0.105
-0.545
Prob > ITI
0.0476
0.0819
0.0513
0.0611
0.5856
0.9164
0.5869
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.224502
0.246733
-0.186355
-0.058384
0.079619
-0.590680
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-0.013645
-0.106042
0.183349
0.116600
0.082680
0.106866
-0.117
-1.283
1.716
0.9071
0.2030
0.0897
-0.081456
-0.571180
1.046744
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Estimate
1.336925
0.317602
0.095663
-0.178744
0.100016
0.019892
-0.018782
0.163694
-0.040704
-0.133400
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
0.534863
0.164865
0.171895
0.107743
0.132133
0.398268
0.167027
0.162592
0.086034
0.114970
Parameter= 0
2.500
1.926
0.557
-1.659
0.757
0.050
-0.112
1.007
-0.473
-1.160
Prob > |Tj
0.0143
0.0573
0.5793
0.1007
0.4511
0.9603
0.9107
0.3168
0.6373
0.2491
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.259707
0.069580
-0.158123
0.089951
0.034726
-0.108237
0.946396
-0.232404
-0.737018
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
Variable DF Estimate
INTERCEP 1 2.490927
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY
ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-0.143404
-0.326957
0.221473
0.193487
0.736699
-0.038448
0.049643
-0.179349
-0.093293
Parameter Estimates
Standard
Error
0.614009
0.212205
0.176162
0.114260
0.147052
0.491431
0.211119
0.132294
0.093809
0.121250
T for HO:
Parameter= 0
4.057
-0.676
-1.856
1.938
1.316
1.499
-0.182
0.375
-1.912
-0.769
Prob > I T I
0.0001
0.5010
0.0668
0.0558
0.1917
0.1374
0.8559
0.7084
0.0591
0.4437
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.087899
-0.236321
0.194142
0.143128
1.155751
-0.201123
0.266336
-0.868167
-0.478652
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
[18]
Variable DF
INTERCEP 1
HEPASSIV 1
HECOLAB 1
HECMPET 1
HECOMP 1
[19] INTERASY
ASYPASHE
ASYCLBHE
[20] ASYCPTHE
1
1
1
1
Estimate
2.250425
-0.132257
-0.351871
0.278757
0.199407
0.885493
0.244470
-0.246828
-0.241844
ASYCOMHE 1 -0.054881
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
0.574177
0.176983
0.184529
0.115662
0.141845
0.427541
0.179304
0.174543
0.092358
0.123420
3.919
-0.747
-1.907
2.410
1.406
2.071
1.363
-1.414
-2.619
-0.445
Standardized
Prob > ITI
0.0002
0.4569
0.0598
0.0180
0.1633
0.0413
0.1762
0.1608
0.0104
0.6577
Estimate
0
-0.097191
-0.230004
0.221614
0.161171
1.389184
1.266102
-1.282459
-1.240925
-0.272492
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ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
1
1
1
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASHE
ASYCLBHE
ASYCPTHE
ASYCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
HECMPET * INTERASY => CONFLTLV (-) 0.0104 -1.24093 1.72925548 -1.4615777
INTERASY - HI => CONFLTLV (-)
INTERASY - LOW => CONFLTLV(+)
WEST-EAST
Issue Characteristics
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
[21] ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
10.166556
-1.031434
0.300116
-0.463113
-1.297496
-0.434657
0.060071
0.005277
0.027787
0.039010
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable DF
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMHE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
1.389665
-0.659293
0.520301
0.651953
-0.268299
-0.095308
0.016484
-0.023544
-0.000595
0.040280
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
[21) MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
12.702925
-1.122921
-1.697659
-0.609691
0.012140
-0.221914
-0.000222
0.045258
0.024264
0.012117
Parameter Estimates
Standard
Error
5.051004
1.144394
0.666754
0.763852
0.600792
0.179312
0.045578
0.022091
0.035295
0.018059
T for HO:
Parameter=
2.013
-0.901
0.450
-0.606
-2.160
-2.424
1.318
0.239
0.787
2.160
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
4.577508
0.997683
0.755320
1.143072
0.788970
0.163851
0.033764
0.038412
0.044487
0.032735
0.304
-0.661
0.689
0.570
-0.340
-0.582
0.488
-0.613
-0.013
1.230
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
4.985099
1.129462
0.658054
0.753885
0.592953
0.176973
0.044983
0.021803
0.034835
0.017824
Parameter=0
2.548
-0.994
-2.580
-0.809
0.020
-1.254
-0.005
2.076
0.697
0.680
Prob > TI
0.0718
0.3886
0.6622
0.5578
0.0561
0.0358
0.2169
0.8160
0.4494
0.0561
Prob > ITI
0.7677
0.5237
0.5066
0.5810
0.7408
0.5737
0.6359
0.5536
0.9896
0.2467
Prob > |TI
0.0290
0.3436
0.0274
0.4375
0.9841
0.2384
0.9962
0.0647
0.5020
0.5120
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.446129
0.279679
-0.320343
-1.075586
-5.414964
2.536751
0.285799
1.442552
1.421161
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.444427
0.486871
0.438663
-0.219101
-1.187355
0.808052
-0.873828
-0.023584
1.559051
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.455148
-1.482538
-0.395204
0.009431
-2.590697
-0.008797
2.297101
1.180400
0.413672
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
Parameter Standard T for HO:
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMHE
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
1.527906
-0.579204
-1.623932
1.216260
0.806367
0.179977
-0.001792
0.079999
-0.066659
-0.046266
Error
4.959052
1.080841
0.818277
1.238349
0.854733
0.177509
0.036579
0.041614
0.048195
0.035464
Parameter=0
0.308
-0.536
-1.985
0.982
0.943
1.014
-0.049
1.922
-1.383
-1.305
Prob > ITI
0.7643
0.6038
0.0753
0.3492
0.3677
0.3345
0.9619
0.0835
0.1967
0.2213
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.365879
-1.424002
0.766875
0.617081
2.101115
-0.082328
2.782330
-2.475944
-1.678094
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Interdependency
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
[23] MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
(24] DEPCPTMY
(25] DEPCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Estimate
0.715814
1.574123
1.199230
-1.836465
-0.740837
-0.155459
-0.132341
-0.077008
0.200100
0.074613
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
5.018897
1.244738
0.565759
0.668942
0.488361
0.381691
0.094219
0.045125
0.053587
0.031383
Parameter=0
0.143
1.265
2.120
-2.745
-1.517
-0.407
-1.405
-1.707
3.734
2.377
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.680860
1.117568
-1.270314
Prob > TI
0.8894
0.2347
0.0601
0.0206
0.1602 -0.614132
0.6924 -1.102115
0.1904 -3.206943
0.1187 -2.486853
0.0039 5.712150
0.0388 1.619333
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
MYCMPET * INTERDEP=> SATISF (+) 0.0039 5.712150 This was noted as bad data
MYCOMP * INTERDEP => SATISF + 0.0388 1.61933 9.05225919 30.5392144
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASHE
DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
Model: LVCONFLT
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Parameter
Estimate
-0.095382
0.276464
0.260268
0.721074
-0.620049
-0.046777
-0.058879
0.005313
-0.035422
0.124344
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
DEPCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
14.726551
-2.430381
-1.018279
-0.860232
0.104216
-0.625090
0.147474
0.025913
0.039923
0.014919
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASHE
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
7.665388
-0.015893
-0.694862
-0.857743
-0.507935
-0.085133
-0.043551
Standard
Error
5.176397
1.123430
0.841141
1.160947
0.747890
0.411695
0.095459
0.067100
0.091438
0.066425
Parameter Estimates
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
-0.018
0.246
0.309
0.621
-0.829
-0.114
-0.617
0.079
-0.387
1.872
Standard T for HO:
Error
5.513917
1.367508
0.621561
0.734921
0.536529
0.419338
0.103512
0.049576
0.058873
0.034479
Parameter=0
2.671
-1.777
-1.638
-1.171
0.194
-1.491
1.425
0.523
0.678
0.433
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
5.390313
1.169856
0.875902
1.208923
0.778796
0.428709
0.099404
Parameter=0
1.422
-0.014
-0.793
-0.710
-0.652
-0.199
-0.438
Prob > TI
0.9857
0.8106
0.7634
0.5484
0.4264
0.9118
0.5511
0.9384
0.7066
0.0907
Prob > |TI
0.0235
0.1059
0.1324
0.2689
0.8499
0.1669
0.1847
0.6126
0.5131
0.6744
Prob > TI
0.1854
0.9894
0.4460
0.4942
0.5290
0.8466
0.6706
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.186363
0.243545
0.485171
-0.506351
-0.331619
-1.595098
0.128637
-0.889248
2.744739
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.985094
-0.889246
-0.557606
0.080958
-4.152756
3.348842
0.784180
1.067958
0.303428
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.010039
-0.609314
-0.540824
-0.388703
-0.565580
-1.105621
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DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
1
1
1
0.036827
0.016318
0.057314
Interdependency Asymmetry
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
[26] MYPASSIV
[27] MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
[28] ASYPASMY
ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
-1.687186
0.860791
0.587305
-0.225950
-0.118300
1.928992
-1.275892
-0.167505
0.422514
0.408683
Parameter
Standard
Error
1.436783
0.383475
0.197035
0.315862
0.198427
1.892661
0.462804
0.199417
0.194944
0.216957
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
-1.174
2.245
2.981
-0.715
-0.596
1.019
-2.757
-0.840
2.167
1.884
Prob > ITI
0.2675
0.0486
0.0138
0.4908
0.5643
0.3321
0.0202
0.4206
0.0554
0.0890
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.372321
0.547313
-0.156293
-0.098067
2.609473
-5.490505
-0.729959
1.981999
1.618376
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
MYPASSIV * INTERASY => SATISF (-) 0.0202 -5.49051 7.0705334 -6.8310179
INTERASY - HI => SATISF (-)
INTERASY - LOW => SATISF (+)
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter Estimates
Parameter Standard T for HO: Standardized
Variable DF Estimate Error Parameter=0 Prob > |TI Estimate
INTERCEP 1 -0.952335 1.286633 -0.740 0.4762 0
HEPASSIV 1 0.478461 0.343218 1.394 0.1935 0.322529
HECOLAB 1 0.564047 0.312436 1.805 0.1012 0.527806
HECMPET 1 -0.264375 0.327117 -0.808 0.4378 -0.177883
HECOMP 1 0.225639 0.330486 0.683 0.5103 0.184264
INTERASY 1 -1.565251 1.557927 -1.005 0.3387 -2.117418
ASYPASHE 1 0.432562 0.369513 1.171 0.2689 1.904624
[29] ASYCLBHE 1 0.961969 0.311912 3.084 0.0116 3.685216
ASYCPTHE 1 -0.387538 0.400961 -0.967 0.3566 -1.803995
ASYCOMHE 1 -0.454472 0.261938 -1.735 0.1134 -1.764209
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
HECOLAB * INTERASY => SATISF(+) 0.0116 3.68522 -4.3115628 5.01913067
INTERASY - HI => SATISF (+)
INTERASY - LOW => SATISF (-)
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
[30] MYCOMP
[31] INTERASY
ASYPASMY
ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
[32] ASYCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
1.814565
0.043350
-0.091793
-0.167404
0.499021
-4.130734
0.407141
-0.243173
0.144819
1.115291
Standard
Error
1.149282
0.306741
0.157608
0.252658
0.158722
1.513938
0.370196
0.159513
0.155936
0.173544
T for HO:
Parameter=0
1.579
0.141
-0.582
-0.663
3.144
-2.728
1.100
-1.524
0.929
6.427
Prob > ITI
0.1454
0.8904
0.5732
0.5226
0.0104
0.0212
0.2972
0.1584
0.3749
0.0001
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.017571
-0.080162
-0.108512
0.387652
-5.236407
1.641825
-0.993048
0.636607
4.138710
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0.069873
0.095216
0.069170
0.527
0.171
0.829
0.6096
0.8673
0.4267
0.835497
0.383877
1.185557
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
MYCOMP * INTERASY => CONFLTLV (+) 0.0001 4.13871 -4.6614207 5.81748597
INTERASY - HI => CONFLTLV (+)
INTERASY - LOW => CONFLTLV (-)
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
3.457
-1.460
-0.147
-0.699
0.249
-0.144
-0.121
-1.202
0.076
1.859
Prob > |TI
0.0062
0.1749
0.8857
0.5006
0.8086
0.8883
0.9057
0.2571
0.9406
0.0927
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.416197
-0.053096
-0.189483
0.082718
-0.373967
-0.243470
-1.769356
0.175755
2.328680
West-West
Issue Characteristics
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
-0.165
0.226
-0.404
1.295
0.674
-0.267
0.241
1.714
-1.783
-1.238
Prob > |TI
0.8711
0.8244
0.6916
0.2149
0.5106
0.7931
0.8126
0.1071
0.0948
0.2347
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.079224
-0.207100
0.754331
0.272991
-0.458515
0.343942
3.390393
-2.658474
-0.884835
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMHE
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
-2.434357
1.032627
0.019861
0.891777
-0.501074
-0.008123
-0.009247
0.024436
-0.027776
0.020461
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
OF
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
0.114639
0.693178
0.697618
-0.292677
-0.966070
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
2.516449 -0.967
0.763502 1.352
0.464237 0.043
0.541759 1.646
0.796391 -0.629
0.110670 -0.073
0.031037 -0.298
0.018343 1.332
0.023266 -1.194
0.029574 0.692
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
2.679663 0.043
0.455406 1.522
0.663868 1.051
0.715649 -0.409
0.502902 -1.921
Prob > |TI
0.3487
0.1963
0.9664
0.1205
0.5387
0.9425
0.7698
0.2027
0.2511
0.4996
Prob > IT|
0.9664
0.1488
0.3100
0.6883
0.0739
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.788574
0.015105
0.722733
-0.364823
-0.132738
-0.512860
1.293222
-1.646393
1.016943
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.473132
0.476766
-0.211082
-0.689600
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Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASHE
ASYCLBHE
ASYCPTHE
ASYCOMHE
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
5.847633
-0.658861
-0.060551
-0.300519
0.108092
-0.295004
-0.059007
-0.492867
0.040290
0.640152
Standard
Error
1.691463
0.451210
0.410742
0.430042
0.434472
2.048118
0.485778
0.410053
0.527121
0.344355
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
ISSCOMMY
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
-0.461444
0.107268
-0.280055
0.966612
0.353436
-0.028060
0.005989
0.055978
-0.046740
-0.018569
Parameter
Standard
Error
2.794682
0.474954
0.692363
0.746367
0.524488
0.105080
0.024820
0.032659
0.026208
0.014997
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASMY
ISSCLBMY
ISSCPTMY
[33] ISSCOMMY
1
1
1
1
0.144922
-0.044163
-0.051416
0.020805
0.051490
0.100756
0.023799
0.031315
0.025130
0.014380
1.438
-1.856
-1.642
0.828
3.581
0.1709 2.188553
0.0833 -2.343898
0.1214 -2.877939
0.4207 1.093637
0.0027 2.267442
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI I Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
MYCOMP * ISSUE => CONFLTLV(+) 0.0027 2.26744 27.9301967 84.3973778
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Parameter=0
0.583
0.421
-0.533
0.181
-0.565
0.529
-1.051
0.076
-0.311
1.084
Prob > |TI
0.5683
0.6795
0.6019
0.8590
0.5801
0.6042
0.3099
0.9404
0.7604
0.2956
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.301488
-0.230955
0.097416
-0.402430
1.175313
-2.220512
0.090625
-0.525637
1.955175
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable DF Estimate
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
[34] MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
DEPCOMMY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-3.053179
0.642877
1.096162
0.033858
-0.033690
0.274545
-0.038941
-0.027197
-0.017044
-0.003440
Parameter
Standard
Error
2.129975
0.380968
0.453371
0.478568
0.388865
0.142035
0.036814
0.029805
0.036299
0.033995
Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
-1.433
1.687
2.418
0.071
-0.087
1.933
-1.058
-0.912
-0.470
-0.101
Prob > |TI
0.1722
0.1122
0.0288
0.9445
0.9321
0.0723
0.3069
0.3759
0.6454
0.9207
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.474804
0.810609
0.026422
-0.026022
2.959819
-1.409102
-1.079700
-0.646146
-0.115780
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable DF
INTERCEP 1
[35] HEPASSIV 1
HECOLAB
HECMPET
[36] HECOMP
INTERDEP
[37] DEPPASHE
DEPCLBHE
DEPCPTHE
DEPCOMHE
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
-4.810818
1.798545
0.722290
0.607437
-1.010810
0.267166
-0.089773
0.004881
-0.045827
0.064965
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
2.058128 -2.337
0.413487 4.350
0.344405 2.097
0.316463 1.919
0.399085 -2.533
0.144856 1.844
0.029732 -3.019
0.024652 0.198
0.021525 -2.129
0.031526 2.061
Prob > TI
0.0337
0.0006
0.0533
0.0742
0.0230
0.0850
0.0086
0.8457
0.0502
0.0571
Standardized
Estimate
0
1.373474
0.549322
0.492292
-0.735951
2.880272
-3.606893
0.141345
-1.745366
2.227066
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Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
ISSUCHAR
ISSPASHE
ISSCLBHE
ISSCPTHE
ISSCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
1.950048
0.427189
-0.328595
0.130064
-0.598081
0.077827
-0.043321
0.001853
-0.009596
0.042566
Error
3.342347
1.014083
0.616599
0.719564
1.057767
0.146992
0.041223
0.024363
0.030902
0.039280
Interdependency
Significant Result - Analysis
IHEPASSIV * INTERDEP => SATISF (-)
Prob> ITI I Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
0.0086 -3.60689 -15.55091 -74.812577
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERDEP
DEPPASMY
DEPCLBMY
DEPCPTMY
DEPCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
2.653757
-0.266568
-0.228215
-0.085818
0.243546
-0.017504
0.008343
0.004479
0.014781
-0.012476
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter
Variable DF Estimate
INTERCEP 1 4.916629
HEPASSIV 1 -1.351363
HECOLAB 1 -0.236678
HECMPET 1 -0.290580
HECOMP 1 0.919911
INTERDEP 1 -0.087200
DEPPASHE 1 0.042557
DEPCLBHE 1 0.002873
DEPCPTHE 1 0.020895
DEPCOMHE 1 -0.033984
Standard
Error
2.827398
0.505710
0.601820
0.635266
0.516192
0.188541
0.048868
0.039564
0.048184
0.045126
T for HO:
Parameter=0
0.939
-0.527
-0.379
-0.135
0.472
-0.093
0.171
0.113
0.307
-0.276
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error Parameter=0
3.275839 1.501
0.658131 -2.053
0.548175 
-0.432
0.503702 -0.577
0.635207 1.448
0.230561 -0.378
0.047323 0.899
0.039237 0.073
0.034261 0.610
0.050179 -0.677
Prob > TI
0.3628
0.6058
0.7098
0.8943
0.6439
0.9273
0.8667
0.9114
0.7632
0.7860
Prob > TI
0.1541
0.0579
0.6721
0.5726
0.1681
0.7106
0.3827
0.9426
0.5511
0.5086
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.181947
-0.155967
-0.061893
0.173848
-0.174400
0.279018
0.164316
0.517842
-0.388090
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.953723
-0.166351
-0.217640
0.618980
-0.868795
1.580217
0.076874
0.735479
-1.076646
Interdependency Asymmetry
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY
ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
OF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
0.796327
0.449816
0.580974
-0.178957
-0.366425
0.482548
0.126060
-0.222770
0.045889
-0.067305
Model: SATEVAL
Dependent variable: EVALSAT
Parameter
Variable DF Estimate
INTERCEP 1 -2.460770
[38] HEPASSIV 1 0.727256
[39] HECOLAB 1 0.790459
HECMPET 1 0.108463
HECOMP 1 -0.013495
INTERASY 1 1.304910
ASYPASHE 1 -0.198876
ASYCLBHE 1 -0.022872
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
1.081059
0.347912
0.319960
0.305740
0.335050
0.870376
0.136298
0.155712
0.162075
0.110200
Parameter= 0
0.737
1.293
1.816
-0.585
-1.094
0.554
0.925
-1.431
0.283
-0.611
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
1.096807
0.274043
0.198865
0.228753
0.330937
0.852536
0.147556
0.124984
Parameter=0
-2.244
2.654
3.975
0.474
-0.041
1.531
-1.348
-0.183
Prob > |TI
0.4727
0.2156
0.0894
0.5670
0.2914
0.5875
0.3697
0.1730
0.7809
0.5505
Prob > |TI
0.0404
0.0181
0.0012
0.6422
0.9680
0.1467
0.1977
0.8572
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.332217
0.429629
-0.139655
-0.283023
1.181144
0.957348
-1.861121
0.339579
-0.517780
Standardized
Estimate
0
0.555375
0.601167
0.087903
-0.009826
3.194058
-1.559389
-0.172120
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ASYCPTHE 1 -0.240750
ASYCOMHE 1 0.046288
0.125403
0.123237
-1.920
0.376
0.0741
0.7125
-1.913955
0.330313
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
variable
INTERCEP
MYPASSIV
MYCOLAB
MYCMPET
MYCOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASMY
[39] ASYCLBMY
ASYCPTMY
ASYCOMMY
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
2.635316
-0.530033
0.667984
-0.206711
-0.118925
0.676253
-0.241356
0.536605
-0.302269
-0.243752
Parameter Estimates
Standard T for HO:
Error
1.161843
0.373910
0.343870
0.328587
0.360087
0.935417
0.146483
0.167347
0.174186
0.118435
Parameter=0
2.268
-1.418
1.943
-0.629
-0.330
0.723
-1.648
3.207
-1.735
-2.058
Prob > |TI
0.0385
0.1768
0.0711
0.5388
0.7458
0.4808
0.1202
0.0059
0.1032
0.0574
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.361777
0.456514
-0.149082
-0.084891
1.529757
-1.693959
4.143087
-2.067158
-1.733003
Significant Result - Analysis Prob> ITI Std. Est. Beta - Low Beta - High
MYCOLAB * INTERASY => CONFLTLV(+) 0.0059 4.14309 -9.4417956 6.01342115
INTERASY - HI => CONFLTLV (+)
INTERASY - LOW => CONFLTLV (-)
Model: LVCONFLT
Dependent variable: CONFLTLV
Parameter Estimates
T for HO:
Parameter=0
2.248
-1.048
-1.324
0.364
0.361
0.304
0.692
-0.336
0.009
-1.175
Prob > ITI
0.0400
0.3112
0.2053
0.7208
0.7232
0.7651
0.4992
0.7414
0.9929
0.2584
Standardized
Estimate
0
-0.295258
-0.269592
0.090909
0.117092
0.854797
1.078551
-0.425657
0.012068
-1.390920
Variable
INTERCEP
HEPASSIV
HECOLAB
HECMPET
HECOMP
INTERASY
ASYPASHE
ASYCLBHE
ASYCPTHE
ASYCOMHE
DF
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Parameter
Estimate
3.592070
-0.418361
-0.383567
0.121377
0.174018
0.377876
0.148839
-0.061204
0.001643
-0.210910
Standard
Error
1.597782
0.399214
0.289698
0.333238
0.482095
1.241937
0.214953
0.182072
0.182681
0.179527
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Appendix E: Knowledge-Base Code
NAME=RespondentCulture
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("EAST" "WEST")
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you from the EAST or
from the WEST?"
a
NAME=OtherCulture
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("EAST" "WEST")
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is the other party from the
EAST or from the WEST?"
a
NAME=Cell
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("EE" "EW" "WE" "WW")
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Is your dyad EE, EW , WE
or WW?"
a
NAME=HeCmpet
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Is the other party
competitive? (Answer NO if you are
unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeCmpetTwo
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to win
his/her position? (Answer NO if you are
unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeCmpetThree
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she pressing to get
his/her points made? (Answer NO if you
are unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeCmpetFour
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she making some effort
to get his/her way? (Answer NO if you
are unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeComp
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Is he/she compromsing?
(Answer NO if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyComp
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Are you compromsing?"
a
NAME=HeCompOne
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she proposing a middle
ground? (Answer NO if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyCompOne
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you proposing a middle
ground?"
a
NAME=HeCompTwo
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she giving up some
points in exchange for others? (Answer
NO if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyCompTwo
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you giving up some
points in exchange for others?"
a
NAME=HeCompThree
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she letting you have
some of your position while you let
him/her have some of his/hers? (Answer
NO if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyCompThree
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you letting him/her have
some of his/her position while he lets you
have some of yours?"
a
NAME=HeCompFour
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to find a fair
combination of gains and losses for both
of you? (Answer NO if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyCompFour
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you trying to find a fair
combination of gains and losses for both
of you?"
a
NAME=HeCompFive
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to find a
position that was intermediate between
00
his/her position and yours? (Answer NO
if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyCompFive
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you trying to find a
position that was intermediate between
his/her position and yours?"
a
NAME=HeCompSix
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to get you to
settle for a compromise? (Answer NO if
you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=MyCompSix
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you trying to get him/her
to settle for a compromise?"
a
NAME=HePassiv
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Is he/she passive in dealing
the conflict?" (Answer NO if you are
unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeAccomOne
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to sooth your
feelings and preserve the relationship?
(Answer NO if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeAccomThree
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to be
considerate of your wishes in
approaching negotiations? (Answer NO if
you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeAvoidOne
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she doing what is
necessary to avoid tension? (Answer NO
if you are unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeAvoidTwo
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying to avoid
creating unpleasantness in the business
relationship? (Answer NO if you are
unsure.)"
a
NAME=HeAvoidThree
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Is he/she trying not to make
the situation worse? (Answer NO if you
are unsure.)"
NAME=MyColab
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Are you collaborating in the
situation?"
a
NAME=MyColabOne
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you attempting to get all
concerns and issues immediately out in
the open?"
a
NAME=MyColabTwo
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you attempting to
immediately work through the the
differences?"
a
NAME=MyColabThree
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you sharing the problem
with him/her so that you can work it
out?"
a
NAME=MyColabFour
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=YESNO
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="Are you leaning towards a
direct discussion of the problem?"
a
NAME=Impact
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=NUMBER
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="To what extent does the issue
impact your firm? (1 =very low,
7=extremely high)"
a
NAME=ImpactHL
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("HIGH" "LOW")
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Is the issue impact HIGH or
LOW?"
a
NAME=Stakes
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=NUMBER
ASKFIRST=YES
PROMPT="How large are the stakes
associated with this issue? (1=doesn't
matter, 7=tremendous implications)"
a
NAME=StakesHL
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("HIGH" "LOW")
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Are the stakes HIGH or
LOW?"
a
NAME=Issuchar
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("HIGH" "LOW")
00
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="Is the issue of HIGH
importance or LOW importance?"
a
NAME=Outcome
TYPE=SINGLEVALUED
EXPECTS=("ConflictLevel"
"Satisfaction")
ASKFIRST=NO
PROMPT="According to this submodel,
your situation do not have much
influence on the outcome. Thank You."
r
RespondentCulture = "EAST"
OtherCulture = "EAST"
Cell= "EE" 1.0
00
RespondentCulture = "EAST"
OtherCulture = "WEST"
Cell = "EW" 1.0
r
3
RespondentCulture = "WEST"
OtherCulture = "EAST"
Cell = "WE" 1.0
r
4
RespondentCulture = "WEST"
OtherCulture = "WEST"
Cell= "WW" 10
HeCmpetTwo = "YES"
HeCmpet= "YES" 0.66
r
6
HeCmpetTwo = "NO"
HeCmpetThree = "YES"
HeCmpet = "YES" 0.66
r
7
HeCmpetTwo = "NO"
HeCmpetThree = "NO"
HeCmpetFour = "YES"
HeCmpet= "YES" 0.54
r
11
HeCompThree = "YES"
HeComp = "YES" 0.74
r
12
HeCompThree = "NO"
HeCompFour = "YES"
HeComp = "YES" 0.68
r
13
HeCompThree = "NO"
HeCompFour = "NO"
HeCompFive = "YES"
HeComp = "YES" 0.66
r
14
HeCompThree = "NO"
HeCompFour = "NO"
HeCompFive = "NO"
HeCompOne = "YES"
HeComp = "YES" 0.62
r
15
HeCompThree = "NO"
HeCompFour = "NO"
HeCompFive = "NO"
HeCompOne = "NO"
HeCompTwo = "YES"
HeComp = "YES" 0.61
r
16
HeCompThree = "NO"
HeCompFour = "NO"
HeCompFive = "NO"
HeCompOne = "NO"
HeCompTwo = "NO"
HeCompSix = "YES"
HeComp = "YES" 0.57
r
17
HeAvoidOne = "YES"
HePassiv = "YES" 0.68
r
18
HeAvoidOne = "NO"
HeAvoidTwo = "YES"
HePassiv = "YES" 0.67
r
19
HeAvoidOne = "NO"
HeAvoidTwo "NO"
HeAccomOne = "YES"
HePassiv = "YES" 0.66
r
20
HeAvoidOne= "NO"
HeAvoidTwo = "NO"
HeAccomOne "NO"
HeAvoidThree = "YES"
HePassiv = "YES" 0.64
r
21
HeAvoidOne = "NO"
HeAvoidTwo = "NO"
HeAccomOne = "NO"
HeAvoidThree = "NO"
HeAccomThree = "YES"
HePassiv = "YES" 0.61
r
22
MyColabThree = "YES"
MyColab= "YES" 0.67
r
23
MyColabThree = "NO"
MyColabFour = "YES"
MyColab= "YES" 0.66
r
24
MyColabThree = "NO"
MyColabFour ="NO"
MyColabOne = "YES"
MyColab= "YES" 0.59
r
25
MyColabThree = "NO"
MyColabFour = "NO"
MyColabOne = "NO"
MyColabTwo = "YES"
MyColab = "YES" 0.58
r
26
MyCompFour = "YES"
MyComp = "YES" 0.75
r
27
MyCompFour = "NO"
MyCompThree = "YES"
MyComp = "YES" 0.67
r
28
MyCompFour = "NO"
MyCompThree = "NO"
MyCompFive = "YES"
MyComp = "YES" 0.65
r
29
MyCompFour = "NO"
MyCompThree = "NO"
MyCompFive = "NO"
MyCompOne = "YES"
MyComp = "YES" 0.58
r
30
MyCompFour = "NO"
MyCompThree = "NO"
MyCompFive = "NO"
MyCompOne = "NO"
MyCompSix = "YES"
MyComp = "YES" 0.58
r
31
MyCompFour = "NO"
MyCompThree = "NO"
MyCompFive = "NO"
MyCompOne = "NO"
MyCompSix = "NO"
MyCompTwo = "YES"
MyComp = "YES" 0.54
r
50
Impact = 7
ImpactHL= "HIGH" 1.0
r
51
Impact = 6
ImpactHL = "HIGH" 0.86
52
Impact = 5
ImpactHL = "HIGH" 0.71
r
53
Impact = 4
ImpactHL = "HIGH" 0.5
r
54
Impact = I
ImpactHL = "LOW" 1.0
r
55
Impact = 2
ImpactHL = "LOW" 0.86
r
56
Impact = 3
ImpactHL = "LOW" 0.71
r
57
Stakes = 7
StakesHL = "HIGH" 1.0
r
58
Stakes = 6
StakesHL = "HIGH" 0.86
r
59
Stakes = 5
StakesHL = "HIGH" 0.71
r
60
Stakes= 4
StakesHL= "LOW" 0.5
r
61
Stakes= I
Stakes_HL = "LOW" 1.0
r
62
Stakes= 2
StakesHL = "LOW" 0.86
63
Stakes = 3
StakesHL "LOW" 0.71
r
64
ImpactHL = "HIGH"
StakesHL = "HIGH"
Issuchar = "HIGH"
00
65
ImpactHL = "LOW"
StakesHL= "LOW"
Issuchar = "LOW"
r
66
ImpactHL = "LOW"
Issuchar = "LOW" 0.5
r
67
StakesHL = "LOW"
Issuchar = "LOW" 0.5
r
100
Cell= "EE"
HeCmpet = "YES"
Issuchar = "HIGH"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.91863
r
101
Cell= "EE"
HeCmpet = "YES"
Issuchar = "LOW"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.24565
r
102
Cell = "EE"
HeComp = "YES"
Issuchar = "HIGH"
Outcome <> "Conflict Level" 0.99999
r
103
Cell= "EE"
HeComp = "YES"
Issuchar= "LOW"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.266834
r
104
Cell "EW"
HePassiv = "YES"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.68785
r
105
Cell= "EW"
HeComp = "YES"
Outcome= "ConflictLevel" 0.61107
r
106
Cell = "EW"
HeComp = "YES"
Issuchar = "HIGH"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.99999
r
107
Cell = "EW"
HeComp= "YES"
Issuchar = "LOW"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.33311
r
108
Cell = "WE"
Issuchar = "HIGH"
Outcome <> "Satisfaction" 0.99999
r
109
Cell= "WE"
Issuchar = "LOW"
Outcome = "Satisfaction" 0.00 1
r
110
Cell= "WE"
MyColab= "YES"
Outcome <> "ConflictLevel" 0.273786
r
111
Cell= "WW"
MyComp = "YES"
Issuchar = "HIGH"
Outcome = "ConflictLevel" 0.330938
r
112
Cell = "WW"
MyComp = "YES"
Issuchar = "LOW"
Outcome = "ConflictLevel" 0.99999
g
Outcome
00
Appendix F: Sample Run
Bolded refers to user interfaces.
The goal attribute is Outcome
Attempting to fire RULE 100
Attempting to fire RULE 1
Tracing the attribute
RespondentCulture
1) Are you from the EAST or
from the WEST?
** EAST 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute RespondentCulture
Attempting to fire RULE 1
Tracing the attribute
OtherCulture
2) Is the other party from the
EAST or from the WEST?
** WEST 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute OtherCulture
Attempting to fire RULE 1
Premise is false in RULE 1
Attempting to fire RULE 2
Fired RULE 2
Attempting to fire RULE 100
Premise is false in RULE 100
Attempting to fire RULE 101
Premise is false in RULE 101
Attempting to fire RULE 102
Premise is false in RULE 102
Attempting to fire RULE 103
Premise is false in RULE 103
Attempting to fire RULE 104
Attempting to fire RULE 17
Tracing the attribute
HeAvoidOne
3) Is he/she doing what is
necessary to avoid tension?
(Answer NO if you are unsure.)
** NO 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute HeAvoidOne
Attempting to fire RULE 17
Premise is false in RULE 17
Attempting to fire RULE 18
Tracing the attribute HeAvoidTwo
4) Is he/she trying to avoid
creating unpleasantness in the
business relationship? (Answer
NO if you are unsure.)
** NO 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute HeAvoidTwo
Attempting to fire RULE 18
Premise is false in RULE 18
Attempting to fire RULE 19
Tracing the attribute HeAccomOne
5) Is he/she trying to sooth
your feelings and preserve the
relationship? (Answer NO if you
are unsure.)
** YES 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute HeAccomOne
Attempting to fire RULE 19
Fired RULE 19
Attempting to fire RULE 20
Premise is false in RULE 20
Attempting to fire RULE 21
Premise is false in RULE 21
Attempting to fire RULE 104
Fired RULE 104
Attempting to fire RULE 105
Attempting to fire RULE 11
Tracing the attribute
HeCompThree
6) Is he/she letting you have
some of your position while you
let him/her have some of
his/hers? (Answer NO if you are
unsure.)
** NO 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute HeCompThree
Attempting to fire RULE 11
Premise is false in RULE 11
Attempting to fire RULE 12
Tracing the attribute HeCompFour
7) Is he/she trying to find a
fair combination of gains and
losses for both of you? (Answer
NO if you are unsure.)
** NO 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute HeCompFour
Attempting to fire RULE 12
Premise is false in RULE 12
Attempting to fire RULE 13
Tracing the attribute HeCompFive
8) Is he/she trying to find a
position that was intermediate
between his/her position and
yours? (Answer NO if you are
unsure.)
** YES 1.0
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Asked user for the value of
attribute HeCompFive
Attempting to fire RULE 13
Fired RULE 13
Attempting to fire RULE 14
Premise is false in RULE 14
Attempting to fire RULE 15
Premise is false in RULE 15
Attempting to fire RULE 16
Premise is false in RULE 16
Attempting to fire RULE 105
Fired RULE 105
Attempting to fire RULE 106
Attempting to fire RULE 64
Attempting to fire RULE 50
Tracing the attribute Impact
9) To what extent does the
issue impact your firm? (1=very
low, 7=extremely high)
** 5 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute Impact
Attempting to fire RULE 50
Premise is false in RULE 50
Attempting to fire RULE 51
Premise is false in RULE 51
Attempting to fire RULE 52
Fired RULE 52
Attempting to fire RULE 53
Premise is false in RULE 53
Attempting to fire RULE 54
Premise is false in RULE 54
Attempting to fire RULE 55
Premise is false in RULE 55
Attempting to fire RULE 56
Premise is false in RULE 56
Attempting to fire RULE 64
Attempting to fire RULE 57
Tracing the attribute Stakes
10) How large are the stakes
associated with this issue?
(1=doesn't matter, 7=tremendous
implications)
** 3 1.0
Asked user for the value of
attribute Stakes
Attempting to fire RULE 57
Premise is false in RULE 57
Attempting to fire RULE 58
Premise is false in RULE 58
Attempting to fire RULE 59
Premise is false in RULE 59
Attempting to fire RULE 60
Premise is false in RULE 60
Attempting to fire RULE 61
Premise is false in RULE 61
Attempting to fire RULE 62
Premise is false in RULE 62
Attempting to fire RULE 63
Fired RULE 63
Attempting to fire RULE 64
Premise is false in RULE 64
Attempting to fire RULE 65
Premise is false in RULE 65
Attempting to fire RULE 66
Premise is false in RULE 66
Attempting to fire RULE 67
Fired RULE 67
Attempting to fire RULE 106
Premise is false in RULE 106
Attempting to fire RULE 107
Fired RULE 107
Attempting to fire RULE 108
Premise is false in RULE 108
Attempting to fire RULE 109
Premise is false in RULE 109
Attempting to fire RULE 110
Premise is false in RULE 110
Attempting to fire RULE 111
Premise is false in RULE 111
###Value of goal attribute
Outcome###
"Conflict Level" -0.116
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